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The Committee on Human Factors was established in October
1980 by the Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and
Education of the National Research Council. The committee is
sponsored by the Office of Naval Research, the Air Force Office i
of Scientific Research, the Army Research Institute for the Be-
havioral and Social Sciences. the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the National Science Foundation. The prin-
cipal objectives of the committee are to provid_ new perspectives
on theoretical and methodological issues, to identify basic research
needed to expand and strengthen the scientific basis of human fac-
tors, and to attract scientists both within and outside the field for '
interactive communication and to perform needed research. The
goal of the committee is to provide a solid foundation of research
as a base on which effective human factors practices can build.
Human factors issues arise in every domain in which humans
interact with the products of a technological society. In order to
perform its role effectively, the committee draws on experts from
a wide range of scientific and engineering disciplines. Members of
the committee include specialists in such fields as psychology, en-
gineering, biomechanics, physiology, medicine, cognitive sciences,
machine intelligence, computer sciences, sociology, education, and
human factors engineeringe'Other disciplines are represented in
the working groups, workshops, and symposia. Each of these
:; contributes to the basic data, theory, and methods required to
:ii improve the scientific basis of human factors.
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Foreword
The Committee on Human Factors was established in October
1980 by the Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and
Education of the National Research Council. The committee is
sponsored by the Office of Naval Research, the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research, the Army Research Institute for the Be-
havioral and Social Sciences, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the National Science Foundation. The prin-
cipal objectives of the committee are to provide new perspectives
on theoretical and methodological issues, to identify basic research
needed to expand and strengthen the scientific basis of human fac-
tors, and to attract scientists both within and outside the field for
interactive communication and to perform needed research. The
goal of the committee is to provide a solid foundation of research
as a base on which effective human factors practices can build.
Human factors issues arise in every domain in which humans
interact with the products of a technological society. In order to
perform its role effectively, the committee draws on experts from
a wide range of scientific and engineering disciplines. Members of
the committee include specialists in such fields as psychology, en-
gineering, biomechanics, physiology, medicine, cognitive sciences,
machine intelligence, computer sciences, sociology, education, and
human factors engineering. Other disciplines are represented in
the working groups, workshops, and symposia. Each of these
contributes to the basic data, theory, and methods required to
improve the scientific basis of human factors.
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Preface
!n the prospectus for the workshop, co-chairman Kroemer de-
scribed three major classes of models: anthropometric, represen-
tations of static body geometry such as body dimensions, reach,
position of the body and/Gr its parts, posture; biomechanical, rep-
resentations of physical activities of the body in motion, using an-
thropometric data as inputs; and interface, specific c3mbinations
of a_thropometric and biomechanical models for representations
of human-machine interactions. These models can all contribute
to the system design process. Their integration into a compre-
hensive ergonomic model of the human operator could provide a
valaable tool for researchers, designers, and program planners.
Consequently, the Committee on Human Factors convened a
two-day workshop on June 17 and 18, 1985, in Washington, D.C.,
to assess the feasibility of developing an integrated ergonomic
model and. if deemed feasible, to determine how to approach
its development. The specific objectives of the workshc') were to
(1) assess the usefulness of current anthropometric, biomc_ hanical,
and interface models; (2) identify critical points of compatibility
and disparity among these models; (3) reviev, the feasibility of
using these existing models in the development o: an integrated
ergonomic model; and (4) if feasible, recommend a rese,,rch at>-
prosch to the development of an integrated ergonomic model,
including studies needed for each of the three major classes of
models to provide a basis for an integrated ergonomic model.
xi
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Fifteen experts in anthropometry, biomechanics, bioengineer-
ing, work physiology, human factors engineering, psychomotor per-
formance, computer modeling, and system design and operation
participated in the workshc,:_. Background papers were provided
in advance for each of the three modeling domains: a_lthropomet-
ric, biomechanical, and _nterface. In addition, the participants
prepared brief position papers for distribution prior to the work-
shop. These bac._.:_round and position papers, workshop delibera-
tions, and follow-UF materials constitute the basic elements of this
project report.
The audience for t_is report consists primarily of those pro-
fessionals concerned with ergonomic modeling and system design,
both within and outside the human factors community, including
those involved in research, training, engineering, system develop-
ment and acquisition, operations, programming, and maintenance.
We thank the workshop memberr, for their prodigious efforts.
We also express our gratitude to a number of persons who con-
tributed extensive additional information following the workshop:
Albert I. King and William S. Msxras for their research and compi-
lation of the section on biomechanical models, an outstanding table
of biomechanical models, and their contributions to development
ofresearchneedsforbiomech_icalmodels;John T. McConville,
forhispreparationofthesectionon anthropometricmodelsand
forformulatingresearchneedsforanthropometricmodels;Alvah
C. Bittner,Jr.,who providedmuch ofthe informationon the
BOEMAN, CAPE, and CAR modelsections;Joe W. McDaniel,
forprovidinginformationforthesectionson COMBIMAN and
CREW CHIEF; and to James L. Lewis,JeriW. Brown, and
BarbaraJ.Woolford,who providedthediscussionfthePLAID-
TEMPUS model.
A noteofspecialappreciationisextendedtoStanleyDeutsch,
theformercommitteestudydirector,who workedwithus toplan
and organizetheworkshop,participatedinthemeeting,and con-
tributedtotheeditingofthisreport;SusanK. Meadows,a major
editorofthisreportwho augmented,coordinated,and integrated
theworkshopproceedingsintoa reportformat;MichaelK. Hayes,
freelanceeditor,who improvedtheclarityand styleofthefinal.
report;and MargaretA. Cheng,thecommittee'sformera_rnin-
istratives cretary,who providedsecretarialand administrative
support.
KarlH.E.Kroemerand StonerH. Snook,Cochairs
Workshopon IntegratedErgonomicModels
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Introduction
The efficient and safe operation of civilian and military sys-
terns requires that tasks, equipment, and the work environment
be compatible with the users' capabilities. Too often equipment
is designed as if it stood alone, and the task is conceived as if
it were independent of human characteristics. There are situa- i
tionsinwhichequipmentand systemfailurearebelievedto be
causedby human error,despitethefactt!,_theequipmentor !
system was developed with little consideration of the capabilities
and limitations of the people who operate and maintain it in a
fieldenvironment.Due toexigenciesoftime,limitedbudgets,in- I
formationgaps,orjustlackofconsideration,thesecharacteristics
oftheuserarefrequentlyignoredby thedesigner,engineer,and
fabricatorftheequipment.Even when peopleareconsidered,
toooftenthatconsiderationisincompleteorinaccurateowingtoa
lackofknowledgeorthoroughness.Yet,inmany instances,people
may be thelimitingfactorintheeffectiveuseofthisequipment.
Sincetheinteractionsamong theperson,theequipment,the
task,and theenvironmentarecomplex,many researchersand en-
gineersareconccrnedwiththeneed forergonomicmodelsthat
describethephysicalcharacteristicsofpeopleand theirinterac-
tionswiththetaskand equipmentintheworkenvironment.Such
o modelsshouldbe representationsfrealsystemsdesignedtode-
scribeand predictheiressentialcharacteristicsand performance.
In addition,iffeasible,thedevelopmentofa standardintegrated
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2ergonomic model would providea means forextrapolatingdata
acrossa varietyofusersalldincreasethe database.
As noted in the followingchapters,therehave been numer-
ous effortsto developdescriptivephysicalmodels of the human
body (seeespeciallyTable 3-I,BiomechanicalModels). In most
instances,the development of anthropometricand biodynamic
models has not extended beyond the requirementsto meet the
specificapplicationeeds ofthe moment. Such specializedmodels
may servetheirspecificpurposeswellbut usuallygivelittlehelpin
predictingor solvinggeneralhuman-technologyinteractionprob-
lems outsidetheirspecificboundaries.In addition,many of the
existingmodels c_nnotbe joinedtoform a more generalmodel or
be extendedintoan integratedergonomicmodel.
Inthepast,constructionofmodelsthatdescribepeoplein"the
realworld"has been limited,due inlargeparttoour inabilityto
capturetheversatilityand mobilityofthehuman body. Inorderto
developa universalergonomicmodel,comprehensiveand accurate
representationsarerequiredforsuchfactorsasphysicalsize,visual
fieldperception,reachcapabilities,loadingson musclesand bones,
and theirresponsesand strengthcapabilities.
Preciseexaminationofanthropometricand biodynamic data
is facilitated by modern data management techniques such as corn-
puter graphics and relational data bases for studying physical ill- :_
teractions.The trendtowardtheuse ofcommon disciplinary(and
interdisciplinary) structures, applications software, and data base I
formats by many researchers helps to provide a larger library of !
related ir_formation. The automation of static and dynamic mea-
surement systems for data acquisition for body mapping, reach,
kinematics of motion, and their interactions with independent
variables such as work environments provides a wealth of detailed
and accurate information. An integrated ergonomic model could
encompass all three of the more primitive models, i.e., provid-
ing anthropometric, biomechanical, and interface information for
various populations, under variocs conditions, for various teaks,
in their interactions with various technical componen_ _.. To have
the greatest utility, the integrated ergonomic model should be ca-
pable of generalization and contain adequate refinement of detail
to be applicable to other design, research, or analytic situations.
At the same time, in order to be used it must be user-friendly
and time- and cost-effective. Since anthropometric, biomechani-
_: cal, and interface models provide the basis for the development of
an integrated ergonomic model, any limitations and shortcomings
of the former impose restrictions on the usefulness of the latter.
The study group identified current anthropometric, biome-
chanical, and interface models; determined that they were useful;
and provided examples of their applications. Shortcomings of
these models were described, and the additional research needed
to increase their value was explored for each ¢,f these three classes
of models. Among the shortcomings are the disparity and incom-
patibility among the methods used by investigator_ to collect the
data, frequently resulting from the use of samples that are too
small to provide reliable data, and the variety of methods used for
measurement and data collection.
The workshop members determined that it was feasible to
incorporate various models from these three classes into a ger_eral
integrated ergonomic model or smaller modules and recommended
a program of research for their development. The study group
further recommended approaches to the collection of additional
data using a standardized format and nomenclature and their
incorporation into the overall model or modules, i
The follov, ing chapters describe the current status of devel-
opment of anthropometric, biomechanical, and interface models,
giving limitations and listing research needs specific to each. Ap-
proaches to the development of integrated ergonomic models are
discussed, and research recommendations are provided for further
development of lower-level models.
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Anthropometric Models
Human body models come in many forms, including two-
dimensional drafting board templates, sizing manikins, three-
dimensional physical dummies for biodynamic tests, and com-
puter analogs. The discussion of anthropometric models will cen- _,
ter largely on computer analogs. Most computer models were
developed with a particular purpose in mind--such as biodynamic
testing, strength assessment, or human factors evaluations. What- !
ever their differences, models share a basic need for accurate rep-
resentation of body size, shape, and proportion in all of their
exasperating permutations. Much of this challenge falls in the
domain of physical anthropology and engineering anthropometry.
THE ANTHROP(:METRIC DATA BASE
In the United States, formation of an anthropometric data
bank was initiated in 1973 by C.E. Clauser of the Harry G. Arm-
strong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL). The
data bank was meant not only as a repository for information
from a variety of sources but also as a facility in which such data
would be processed and cast in a comparable format to permit
recall and analysis for design purposes using computer routines.
Over the years, the data bank has expanded steadily; today it con-
stitutes a unique anthropometric source for designers, engineers,
and modelers.
The 1985 holdings of the AAMRL's anthropometric data bank
4
i:
J
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included 51 separate surveys. Most of the data are based on mil-
itary rather than civilian populations and on male rather than
on both male and female groups. These disproportionalities in
coverage are not by design but are due to the limitations of avail-
able data. Table 2-1 provides a listing of the current holdings
of the data bank for U.S. and foreign military populations. The
surveys range in time from 1946 to 1981, with the majority being
conducted in the 1960s. In any one survey, as few :as 46 body
size variables were measured with the largest number of variables
(189) being measured in the U.S. Air Force's 1967 survey. In all,
more than 300 measured variables, from one or more surveys, are
included in the current data bank. A major survey to update the
anthropometric data base for the U.S. Army was begun in 1987
and is scheduled for completion in 1988. Data on foreign mili-
tary populations in general include fewer subjects and variables.
For an overview, check the NASA Anthropometric Source Book
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1978).
The anthropometric data base for the U.S. civilian population
as a whole is rather weak. No comprehensive anthropometric
study of the civilian population has ever been undertaken. Our
knowledgeof U.S.civilianbody sizevariability(seeTable2-2)
comes primarilyfrom thevarioushealthand nutritionsurveys, !
beginning with the first 1962 Health Examination Survey (tIES) !
(Stoudtetal.,1965).
In thesesurveys,investigatorswere concernedwith health
and nutritionalssessmentand obtainedonlylimitedanthropo-
metricdata(primarilyon mass-relateddimensions,uchasgirths
and skinfolds).In the 19f2 HES survey,12 workspaceand 7
nutrition-relateddimensionsweremeasuredon a nationwidesam-
ple(n= 6,672)ofciviliansaged18-79years.Thesedata,limited
astheyareinthedescriptionfbody sizevariabilityand thefact
thattheyare25yearsold,arestillthebestavailablefortheU.S.
civilianpopulation.The samplewassufficientlylarge,however,to
provideadequatedescriptorsforsex,age,and some racialgroups.
Sincetheutilityofmilitarydataforcivilianpopulationshasof-
tenbeenchallenged,McConvilletal.(1981)attemptedtomatch
militarysampleswiththe HES civiliansamplescn thebasisof
heightandweight.Forthemales,resultsweregoodinthatalmost
i 98 percent of the civilians from the HES study were matched with
U.S. Army subjects from a single survey. By comparing seven
dimensions that were similarly measured in the U.S. Army and
1989017973-0q 8
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TABLE 2-1
Military Data Contained in the
AAMRL Anthropometric Data Bank
Survey Sample
Date Population Sise Variables (No.)
U.S. Military Males
1950 U.S. Air Force pilots 4,000 146
1950 U.S. Army aviators 500 46
1964 U.S. Navy aviators 1,529 98
1965 U.S. Air Force ground personnel 3,869 161
1966 U.S. Army ground personnel 6,682 73
1966 U.S. Navy enlisted 4,095 73
1966 U.S. Marines enlisted 2,008 73
1967 U.S. Air Force fliers 2,420 189
1970 U.S. Army tilers _ 88
Total 26,585
U.S. Military Females
1946 U.S. Women's Army Corps 7,563 65
1968 U.S. Air Force women 1,90_ 133
1977 U.S. Army women 1.331 151
Total 10,799
U.S. military total 37,384 t
Foreign Military P_opulations (Male)
1960 Turkish armed forces 912 151
1961 Greek armed forces 1,071 151 !
1961 Italian armed forces 1,342 151
1961 Korean military fliers 264 132
1964 Vietnamese military forces 2,129 51
1967 German air force 1,466 152
1969 Iranian military 9,414 74
1970 LaLin-Amerlcma armed forces 1wO8E 76
1970 Royal Air Force aircrew 2,000 64
1972 Royal Air Force head hudy 500 46
12';2 Royal Australian A_r Force 482 18
1973 French military fliers 174 118
1974 Royal New Zealand Air Force aircrew 238 63
1974 Canadian military forces 565 33
1977 Australian personnel 2,945 32
1975 British Army survey 1,537 61
1975 English Guardsmen 100 61
1976 English Transport Corpsmen 161 61
1976 United Kingdom Gurkhu 86 61
1976 Hong Kong Chin_e military 73 47
1981 Israeli aircrewmen 360 63
Foreign military total 27,754
U.S. and foreign military total 65,188
SOURCE: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medi:al Research Laboratory
atlthropometricdata bank (1985).
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7TABLE 2-2
U.S. Civilian Population Data Contained
in the AAMP.L Anthropometric Data Bank
Survey Sample
Date Size Variables(No.)
Adult Males
1961 Air trafficcontrollers 678 65
1962 Health Examination Survey (HE$) 3,091 18
1962-1981 Matched Health Examination Survey
(HE$) (ages 18o66) 2,761 70
1974 Law enforcement officers 2,989 23
1975 Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(HANES) (ages 18-74) 6,563 11
1980 Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(HANES II) (_ges 18-75) 5,921 13
1981 U.S. miners 270 44
US. civilian males total 22,273
Adult Females
1962 Health Examination Survey (HE$) 3,581 18
1971 Airlinestewardesses 123 73
1975 Healthand NutritionExaminationSurvey
(HANES) (ages 18-74) 10,123 II
1980 Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(HANES II) (ages 18-75) 6,598 :$
1981 U.$. miners 8.__._6 4
U.S. civilian females total 20,811
U.S. civilian total 43,084
SOURCE: HarryG.Arn_trongAerospaceMedicalResearchLaboratory
._nthropometricdatabank(1961-1981).
civiliansurvey,theauthorsdemonstratedthatthematchingpro-
cessprovidedrepresentativeanthropometryforthecivilianmale
samplethatwas adequateforsome designpurposes.
Matchingprovedtobe lessuccessfulforwomen. The civilian
women were heavierat everyincrementofstature,on average,
than themilitarywomen. The matchedmilitarysampledidnot
adequatelycharacterizethedistributionn+,hetotalfemalecivilian
population.For thosethatweresuccessfullymatched,however,
•........................ 1989017973-02
8the correspondence between other body dimensions for civilian
and military women was quite good.
Within limitations, the matching procedure has proven to be
a useful technique for estimating the body size variability of a
population for whom only limited anthropometric data are avail-
able. The procedure is limited, however, to the range of body sizes
within the base population from which the matches are drawn.
By and large, all these data have been collected by using tra-
ditional anthropometric tools and techniques. What is available,
then, is a series of univariate descriptors of body size in terrrLsof
heights, lengths, breadths, depths, girths, and surface curvatures
(Figure 2-1). The military surveys in particular were designed to
satisfy a variety of users, predominantly pattern makers and de-
signers of personal protective equipment. Body dimensions for the
layout of workspaces have also received attention, but only a few
dimensions have been obtained strictly for human body models.
i The need for personal protective equipment for the head and facehas required a large number of dimensions including surface arcs,
breadths, and a series of headboard measurements (Figure 2-2) to
I relate a series of points in three-dimensional space to a common
origin. Using these points and ;_ssuming bilateral symmetry, it
becomes possible to develop face forms of sizing models for de-
signers based on anthropometric data and the artistic ingenuity
of a sculptor. Such forms are then reproduced and provided to
designers who are involved in a specific design probhm. This has
turned out to be an extremely successful mask which is used in
newer aircraft in which 6-9 forces are common and 9-1/forces are
not unknown.
' The need foranthropometricdatatranslatedintoa three-
dimensionalform has extendedintootherareasas well.The
requirementsforbody formsof3-and6-year-oldchildrenforcrash
injuryresearchnecessitatedtheinterpretationand integrationf
datafrom some sixdifferentsources,no one ofwhichcouldbe
consideredastheprincipalsource.The resultantintegrateddata
were renderedintothree-dinmnsionalbody forms(Younget al.,
1083).
Even when a strong, traditional anthropometric data base
exists, it may not be as comprehensive as necessary to develop
human body models. The need for sizing of partial pressure suits
for U.S. Air Force aircrews led to the translation of the height-
weight sizing system into three-dimensional models. The body for
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FIGURE 2-1 Typical u.nivariate descriptors of body sise. SOURCE: Files
of Anthropology Research Project, Inc., Yellow Springs, Ohio.
each tdze was characterized as a sequence of body girths at specific
levels, each girth having a breadth ar,d a depth, with appropriate
segment lengths. The development began with an armature to
which mesh was affixed to bring the form roughly up tn size.
Plaster of Paris was applied to bring the forms to final size and
shape (McConville et al., 1963). Such body forms were designed
specifically tbr sizing of a partimalar item of personal protective
clothing. Each incorporated a specific statistical breakout of the
data. Hence, their use is generally limited. {One exception is the
"long regular" body form that was used to provide the body size
and shape for the biodynamic analog developed by Payne and
Band [1971], called DYNAMIC DAN.)
In all of these sizing models, it was necessary to integrate
traditional data from a series of independent studies to produce a
usable body model. But the end product was most often a result
1989017973-022
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FIGURE 2-2 HeM and faceme_uro._ents.SOURCE: FilesofAnthropol-
ogy ResearchProject,Inc.,YellowSprlngs,Ohio.
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of the sculptor's skill in providing the final s_,z,pe by filling in those
areas for which no anthropometric data were available.
ANTHROPOMETRIC COMPUTER MODELS
The _nthropometricdatainputtothehuman engineeringeval-
uationmodels isfarmore extensivethan thesimplelengths,diam-
eters,and circumferencesusedtospecifythesizeofthe geometric
forms ofthe earlymodels. Most of the human engineeringeval-
uationmodels are based on the simulationconceptsofintercon-
nectedlinks, originally outlined by Branne and Fischer (1889) in
their classic biomechanical analysis of the German infantryman.
This approach was refined and expanded by Dempster (1955), who
studied the body as a series of interconnected links that he defined
as "straisht-line distances between adjacent centers of rotation."
Early geometric modeling (Von Meyer, 1873) reduced the
body to a series of ellipsoids and spheres to arrive at estimated
mass and centers of gravity of body segments. In 1960, Simons
and Gardner developed a man-model by approximating the body
segments as uniform geometric shapes. They represented the ap-
pendages, neck, and torso by cylinders and the head by a sphere.
Using Barter's (1957) equations for the mass of the individual
segmehts, they computed the inertial parameters for the geomet-
ric forms and calculated the total-body moments of inertia. This
work, elementary in many respects, was the genesis of much of the
present biodynamic modeling activity.
In a study of the dynamic response of weightless man, Whit-
sett (1962) refined the anthropometric model developed by Simons
and Gardner (1960) by increasing the number of body segments
from 8 to 14 by using additional geometric shapes t_) approximate
more closely the shapes of the various body segments (Figure 2-3).
Whitsett's 14 segments include a head, a torso, two upper arms,
two lower arms, two hands, two upper legs, two lower legs, and two
feet. The head is modeled as an ellipsoid, the hands are spheres,
the upper and lower arms and legs are frustums of circular coLes,
and the feet are rectangular parallelepipeds.
The physical properties incorporated by Whitsett into the
mode', included body size data from Hertzberg et al. (1954}, mass
pror)ertiesfrom the regrt"_sionequationsof Barter (1957),and
center-of-massand segment-densitydata from Dempster (1955).
The equationsforthe mass moments ofinertiawere standard for
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FIGURE 2-3 Segmented human and model. SOURCE: Whitsett (19621.
the particular geometric forms used; only the mass moment of
inertia equation for the frustum of a right circular cone needed to
be derived. In 1963, Gray refined this basic model.
In 1964, Hanavan published the results of a study intended to
(1) design a personalized mathematical man model, (2) analyze the
model, (3) prepare a generalized computer routine for c_lculating
the inertial properties of any subject in any body position, and
(4) develop a design handbook for a series of percentile body
forms in 31 body positions. The model was made up of 15 simple
geometric forms hinged at the end of each of the primary segments.
While the torso was considered as two linked segments a,nd the
head as a third linked segment, they lacked motion. Hanavan, in a
manner similar to that used by Gray, defined the body posture by
assigning Eul_r angles to each of the segments and then calculated
the inertial dyadic tensor and the center-of-maim locations for
a specific body in specific positions. Hanava_n used _h_ ma_s-
predictive equations described by Baxter (19571 as input. This
.......... 1989017973-025
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technique was then app!ied by Tieber and Lindemuth (1965) and
Robbins et al (1971) and is still in use. However, with better
mass distribution data (McConville et al., 1980, and Young et al,
1983) and the availability of powerful large-scale computers, this
approach has become increasingly outmoded.
Most current human body models, such as those incorporated
in BOEMAN (Ryan, 1971), SAMMIE (Bonney and Case, 1976),
" and COMBIMAN (Kroemer, 1973; McDa_iel, 1976), begin with a
link system, which is simplified from the h_]man skeleton. Model-
ers assign ranges cf_oint motion to the primary joint _ and finish
with an eafleshment procedure to give the model its final physical
t form. Depending on the inter._ed use of the model, additional
refinements such as mass d;s;ribu_ion properties (Articulated To-
tal Body Model; Kaleps, 19781; or visibility plots :_OMBIMAN;
Kikta et al., 1982) are aAded hi e_ery case, an adequate an-
thropometric data ha_e is required for the construction of these
models.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANTHROPOMETRY
The existing anthropometric da_a base does not contain three-
dimensional anthropometric data. It has be"n possible to use the
existing univariate anthropometric descriptors to develop three-
dimensional models, but such approaches have been compromises
at best that are dependent on a series of approximations and
assumptions regarding the relationship of individual dimensions.
The traditional anthropometric data base lacks a common origin
point to which the individual measurements can be relate0.
In a recent series of studies, stereophotometric techniques
were used to obtain mass distribution estimates for a sample of
31 male (McConville et al., 1980) and 46 female (Young et al.,
1983) subjects and to relate these mass distribution properties to
the anthropometry of the indb'iduals. This procedure, similar to
aerial photography, requires paired cameras in front and back of
the subject (Figure 2-4) to obtain the stereop!ates (McConville et
al., 1980). The plates are re_d, resulting in a "terrain map" of
the body (Figure 2-_) from which contours, volumes, and mass
distribution estimates can be obtained.
The 31 male subjects were measured for some 75 body dimen-
sions, and the 46 female subjects were measured for a comparable
19890'1797:3-026
FIGURE 2-4 Stereo camera array. SOURCE: McConvil|e et al. (1980).
but expanded set of 92 body dimensions. After the anthropome-
try was obtained, some 77 targets were affixed to the body land-
marks to facilitate their location during the stereophotometric
assessment. Volume, center of volume, and principal volumetric
moments and axes of inertia were calculated.
The primary body segments used in these studies were defined
by using planes of segmentation similar to those used in previo"
cadaver studies (Chandler et al., 1975; Clauser et al., 1969). "I ,4
use of stereophotogrammetry made possible the comparable ana-
lytic segmentation of live subjects and facilitated the delineation
of additional segments, such as the thoIax, abdomen, and pelvis.
An anatomical axis system was established for the total body
and for each segment. These were right-hand orthogonal systems
based on palpable, largely bony landmarks and were used to pro-
vide a consistent reference for the principal axes of inertia for each
segment regardless of body and segment position. The axis sys-
tems were defined using a minimum of three noncolinear points on
each segment located as far apart as was feasible. The anatomical
axis system shown in Figure 2-6 for the head segment was estab-
lished using the right and left tragion landmarks and the right
t
_" _ '_._'1 '_¸_'_¸'¸¸ ,,_ .L,_gJ_v_,_, _ It
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FIGURE 2-5 _Terra]n map = of the human body. SOURCE: McConville et
a[. (1980).
infraorbitallandmark.A fourth1landmark,sellion,was used to
translateheoriginoftheaxissystemtothemJdsagittalp ane.
Anthropometrictechniquesdevelopedforthemass distribu-
tionstudiesmay haveconsiderablem ritfordevelopingan an-
thropometricdatabaseforhuman body models.The anatomical
axis ystemforeachsegmentand forthetotalbody helptodefine
posturalorientationi three-dimensionalspace.Segmental and-
marksarerelatedtothesegmentalaxesandtothetotalbody axes,
withbody mass distributioncharacteristicspredictedthroughre-
" _ressionequationsbasedon theanthropometryofthemodel.
,,,_-_-.,.- ................"- .......................-- * ........ 1989017973-02_
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FIGURE 2-6 Anatomical axis system for the he_d segment. SOURCE:
McConville et _,l.(1980).
DISCUSSION I
While there exists a wealth of anthropometric data for a num-
ber of populations, and there are methods of extrapolating the
data base to other populations, the current data base is deficient
for effective human engineering body modeling. Current link s_s-
tems are largely based on studies by Trotter and Gleser (1958),
Dempster (1955),and Snyderetal.(1972).When databasesfrom
ser_eralsourcesarecombined with differentstudy samples,inter-
polationsand approximationsare requiredto integratethe data
intoa functionalinksystem.The traditionalanthropometricdata
baseisnot ashelpfulindevelopinga linksystemaswe would like.
Anthropometriclandmarkslieon the surfaceofthe body and are
oftenremoved from the actualjointcentersofrotationby various
layersof tissue.Thus, the linklengththat issought can only
be approximated. In addition,jointcentersthat definethe link
lengthsare oftendifficultto locateaccuratelyon livingsubjects
and areeven more difficulttolocatefrom photographs.A system-
aticinvestigationofa human body linksystem thatincorporates
1989017973-029
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three-dimensional anthropometry developed specifically for com-
puter simulation is required.
The current anthropometric data base is a collection of uni-
variate body size descriptors that lack a unifying origin to which
they may be related in a three-dimensional space. It is desirable to
develop a procedure that can supplement and integrate the exist-
ing data base to provide the anthropometry necessary for effective
three-dimensional models. Reynolds (1977) has coined the term
system anthropometry, wherein the traditional heights, lengths,
and breadths are replaced by three-dimensional coordinates for
comparable point locations from a common origin, and the static
anthr_pometric postures of standing and sitting are replaced with
postures relating to work and movement.
Before the envisioned system anthropometry can be developed
and an effective anthropornetric data base created, two basic in-
terrelated problems must be resolved. The first is the selection
of an effective data collection system which should be accurate
(within required limits) and reproducible, be sparing of subject
and observer time, produce immediate digital output, permit rapid
transfer to storage for analysis, and be relatively inexpensive.
A wide variety of techniques that can desc, ibe points and
point relationships in three-dimensional space have been developed
over the years. These range from rather simple electromechanical
digitizers through stereophotogrammetry to complex systems such
as laser imaging. So far none of the existing systems have proven
wholly satisfactory.
i The second problem is that even if a suitable system were at
I hand, we would need to develop a me_hod of analysis of the three-
dimensional data that the system "vould generate. In the analysis
of traditional anthropometry, we have the solid statistical model of
the normal distAbution. No comparable analytical model has yet
been suggested for summarizing three-dimensional size and shape
data for our application.
Even with a complete and realistic anthropometric data base,
various Ureal-life" work factors (e.g., posture, body restraints,
clothing) can drastically change the accuracy and validity of the
standard data base for many applications, since actual anthropo-
i: metric characteristics may be quite different from those measured
under standardized (laboratory) conditions. Garrett and Kennedy
(1971), Roebuck et al. (1975), and Van Cott et al. (1978) compared
measuring techniques and anthropometric data from 48 sourcesj.
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and noted a lack of standardization in definitions and procedures
across different studies. Data comparability was also noted as a po-
tential problem in standardization when different instrumentation
was used. No systematic study has been attempted to determine
whether a number of measurements taken on a large number of
participants by different measurement techniques and by different
measurers yield equivalent data. The problem is probably most
pronounced for measures involving compression of soft body tissue
and those requiring a reference to internal skeletal landmarks.
Other limitations of the current anthropometric data base,
and hence of models, are the following:
• Data on U.S. civilians are seriously deficient, particularly
for females.
• Health Examination Survey (HES) and Health and Nu-
trition Examination Survey (HANES) data show that the
population is taller and heavier than estimated from mili-
tary data. _
• There is insufficient information on special populations
that collectively consist of a large portion of the total pop- !
ulation, including those over age 65 (about 12. percent of
4
population), those under age 18 (about 26 percent of the
population), population extremes (i.e., the tallest, henri- !
eat, shortest, lightest), and disabled persons.
• Most anthropometric data are univariate, which limits
their application.
• Neither two- nor three-dimensional data are commonly
referenced to a defined reference system.
• There is no standard procedure other than _artistic sculp-
turing" for arriving at three-dimensional body shape based
on the classical anthropometric data.
• Various measurement definitions, measurement techniques,
and data processing methods have been used in the differ-
ent classical anthroporaetric surveys that constitute the
available data base. Therefore, in many cases data are nei-
ther interchangeable nor compatible. Furthermore, they
cannot be relied on to have the same degree of accuracy.
• Advanced procedures for data collection such as stereopho-
togrammetry or laser imaging are needed, but they are still
in the experimental stages.
.,;
_,i_,_., .......
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Biomechanical Models
Interestinthebiomeche.ica]_.opertiesofthehuman body
has evolved alo_ _ with mathematical sophistication. The early i
worksofLeonardodaVinci(O'MalleyandSaunders,1952),Galileo
Galilei (1638), and Giovani Alfonso Borelli (circa 1679) demon-
strate man's curiosity and desire to describe the human in quan- ,"
titative terms. Even though hundred._ of years have passed since
these early attempts, biomechanical modeling of the human mus- I
culoskeletal system remains one of the most challenging tzsks
known to man.
This chapter evaluates biomechanical modeling knowledge and
its significance to ergonomics. Prior to such a review, however,
the concept of modeling as used here should be discussed first. A
model can be defined as any set of equations that describe phys-
ical events or phenomena. Sinclair and Drury (1980) described a
model as a paradigm view of science. They proposed two defini-
tions of models. First, they defined a model as "the result of using
theoretical understanding to present a particular aspect of the real
world." This definition represents a normative model, which de-
scribes the idealized behavior of the system. Second, they defined
another type of descriptive model that used "statistical techniques
to relate theoretical variables present in a collection of data." This
type of model typically employs regression analysis to describe the
dynamic behavior of the human body.
In the context of this review of biomechanical models, only
19
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models according to Sinclair and Drury's first d,_finition will be
considered.
Consideration must be given to the objective, ff a biomechan-
ical model used for ergonomic purposes. A biom_ chanical model
should facilitate the basic understanding of the _ystem. Morris
(1967) noted that modeling should be a process of enrichment and
enhancement. Ite pointed out that one should begin with a model
that is distinct from reality and, in an evolutionar ¢ manner, move
[ toward a more elaborate model that reflects the c,_mplexity of the
actual situation. Little (1970) stated that the _bjective of the
L model should be to provide intuition. It is appirent that these
two objectives are complementary. Through a t rocess of under-
standing the components of a system, the model is expanded and
a greater understanding of component interacticn is gained.
To ach;_eve these objectives, a model shou d display several
qualities. The model should be robust. It saould display the
essence of the system under a variety of circurr.stances. A biome-
chanical model should also represent reality ard have clinical rel-
evance or workplace applications.
The significance of these objectives and r.,quirements applie :l I
to ergonomics means that biomechanical mr,dels should provide ._
insight into the interaction of people and their environment. Ide-
ally, an ergonomic model should predict botb long- and short-term i
results of human work, and the effects on people, particularly if a
risk exists for both traumatic and cumulati'ce injuries.
The discussion on biomechanical mogels is limited to those
models that may be useful to ergonomists. Hence, impact, physio-
logical, and psychophysical models are not included in this review,
nor are all existing models of the musculo'&eletal system. Instead,
examples are presented that concern bones, joints, body segments,
and the whole body.
HISTORY OF BIOMECHA_,ICAL MODELS
As noted in Chapter 2, Anthropometric Models, the early
models of the 1960s assumed that the body isa seriesof rigid
links.These models were limitedinthe number oflinks,usually
one, two, or three, f,,ostof the models were two-dimensional,
based on kinematicixJ_ormatior.,with some dynamic data. The
objectivewas to lookat the forces,torques,and moments around
i
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the various articulations and then to track the links to determine
what type of loading or motion occurs.
Some of the models were then extended, but none predict_.d
any of the internal loadings on the body. Most of the early models
! worked in some way with the external loadings, based primarily
I on kinematic types of information and characteristics of torque
and force generated by the link motions• Some models, like that of
$1ote-Stone (1963), were used in predicting power _nd some, like
that of Ayoub et al. (1974), were used in predicting position during
work. These models provided the basic context of understanding
in the programs.
Many of the later models are based on the work of Chaffin
(1969), who joined seven or eight different li_ks of the body. Ex-
tending the previous principles, he calculated torques and forces
around the joint, and then tracked the whoie body in a kinetic
chain. Most of the later models are two-dimensional static models
that represent, to a limited extent, forces and moments acting at
each particular articulation to generate internal loading informa-
tion. More recent versions of this model are built on the same
basic logic but use dynamic data and three dimensions. ,i
Ayoub and EI-Bassoussi (1976) used optimization to predict a _.
lifting model, and in the early 1980s, Schultz and Ar,dersson (1981) !
and Schultz et al. (1982) developed a different type of model that
no longer considered the body as a set of rigid links• This was
a three-dimensional model that represented active analysis of the
stresses imposed on the body under working conditions. This two-
part a,alysis can be used to analyze the net reaction which must
be resisted by the internal forces of the body. Several methods
ha'¢e been used for this type of analysis. One is to assume that the
antagonist muscles are silent (which may or may not be a correct
assumption, depending on the circumstances), and another is to
use optimization, particularly linear programming with upper and
lower bounds.
Another class of new models is that described by Hatze (I976,
1977). This is a complex model that accurately predicts forces in
the leg when a person takes a step with a weight tied onto the leg.
It represents advanced techniques that may be useful for future
ergonomic modeling.
1989017973-034
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REVIEW OF BIOMECHANICAL MODELS
One of the more basic evaluations that occur in biomechani-
cal modeling is the analysis of moments and forces that act on a
body segment in a work environment. Chaffin (1982) performed
an analysis of such forces for single- and two-body segments un-
der static planar conditions. In these cases Newtonian mechanics
were applied to the segments and the system was evaluated in a
state of static equilibrium. When raultiple body segments were
involved, each body segment was evaluated as a separate link in
a kinetic chain system. A two-link model of the arm was devel-
oped by Pearson et al. (1961, 1963). It computed the forces and
torques present at the elbow and shoulder caused by the motion
of arm, forearm, and hand in the sagittal plan_e. This analysis
required data obtained from stroboscopic photography to calcu-
late the instantaneous position, velocity, and acceleration of the
arm, forearm, and hand system• Together with the known values
of mass and length of the body segments, these data were used
to compute the forces and torque present caused by the motion.
Extensions of this model were developed by Plagenhoef (1966),
who modeled whole-body motion based on kinematics, i
Predictive equations for hand motion in workspace design have i
been developed by Kattan and Nadler (1969), and Slote and Stone
(1963) modeled acceleration patterns of the upper extremity. Ay-
oub et al. (1974) also developed a two-segment, three-dimensional
motion model of the upper extremity. This model was unique,
however, in that it used optimization (dynamic programming) for
a solution to perform a movement. It predicted hand position in
space during certain movements. However, Ayoub and coworkers
(1974) stressed the need for more detailed evaluation of model
assumptions. This work demonstrated the feasibility of using op-
timization techniques to model the external loading factors of a
biomechanical system.
Several biomechanical models that evaluate stress caused by
external loads during lifting have been presented in the litera-
ture. Models by Chaffin (1967) and Chaffln and Baker (1970) are
static, sagittal plane extensions of the major body segments and
were expanded to predict the compressive forces sustained by the
lumbar spine. They demonstrated how predicted moments gener-
ated about the body articulations could be compared with human
strength characteristics, and suggested that this meth,_d be used
1989017973-035
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to evaluate the physical strength capability and requirements of
manual materials-handling activities. This model assumed that
lifting occurs slowly and smoothly, so that the effects of accel-
eration are negligible. This approach has been adopted by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOStI,
1981) for evaluation of the workplace.
A three-dimensional static strength evaluation analysis was
described by Garg and Chaffin (1975). Chaffin and Andersson
(1984) also discussed how multiple-link static models could be used
to evaluate reactive moments of the body in both coplanar and
nonplanar analyses, how modeling techniques assess the moments
experienced by joints during motion, single- and multiple-segment
dynamic modeling techniques, and how biodynamic analysis tech-
niques could be used to assess pushing tasks. Amis et al. (1980)
developed a method to estimate moments about the elbow during
maximum flexion. These techniques employed high-speed photo-
graphic techniques to predict angular velocities and acceleration.
Inertialforcesand resistancemoments thatmust be produced by
the muscles could then be calculated. Freivalds et al. (1984) used ,.
this technique to study dynamic lifting.
The models that have been described take into account the
stresses and loads caused by an external load or motion impose_ !
on the body. Some of these models also evaluate internal forces.
These assumed that the body is composed of several rigid links
which are joined by articulations. The analyses usually consist of
evaluations of the motions and loads imposed off these structures
via traditional Newtonian mechanics. Recently, some optimiza-
tion techniques have been used and represent a promising area of
endeavor. Chaffin (]969) developed a seven-link, two-dimensional
static model to calculate joint forces and moments during material-
handling activities. The model also computed the spinal compres-
sion force during lifting. This model was later expanded to include
three-dimensional static strength prediction (Chaffin et al., 1977;
Garg and Chaffin, 1975). Freivalds et al. (1984) also expanded
this model to evaluate the sagittal plane kinematic activity. All
of these models consider the effects of both external and internal
loading when considering the compressive forces on the spine.
gl-Bassoussi (1974) and Ayoub and El-Bassoussi (1976) de-
veloped a model which predicts stresses on the musculoskeletal
system by infrequent tasks in the sagittal plane. The model used
predicted movement dynamics based on the findings of Slote and
1989017973-036
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Stone (1963). This model is dynamic and considers subject move-
ment and the forces that are generated because of these move-
ments. Ayoub et al. (1980) compared the virtues of these lifting
models. They pointed out that the limitation of most lifting mod-
els for ergonomic purposes is that they only estimate stresses
within the body when work is performed in the sagittal plane and
few of them consider motion. Gruver et al. (1979) developed a
five-link, two-dimensional model of the human body to simulate
manual lifting tasks.
These models just described are limited by the fact that most
are two-dimensional planar models. These models help us to un-
derstand the loading of the body in sagittally symmetric exertions.
Many of the more challenging ergonomic concerns, however, in-
volve loading of the body in three dimensions. For many tasks the
body is loaded in a torsional fashion. AssessmePt techniques are
required to evaluate these situations.
Another limitation of existing models concerns the ability to
assess the consequences of motion. Many of the analysis techniques
are static and do not consider the effects of velocity or acceleration
of the body part or load when assessing the biomechanical cost
to the system. Some models have been reported in the literature
that consider motion; however, the motion assessment is usually
limited to the sagittal plane, and often, the effects of load weight
: are not considered.
Basic research is required which addresses the question of
whether a kinetic link system portrayal of the biomechanical sys-
tem is appropriate. Some assumptions regarding the shape and
length of link elements are necessary for simplification purposes.
Freivalds et al. (1984) pointed out that the spine could be better
represented by some semiflexible arrangement. Thus, a rigid beam
link analogy may not be the best method of modeling the human
system. This is also evident from the previous discussion regarding
bone modeling.
The models described in this section describe techniques for
assessing the reactive moments and forces at each articulation
that must be exerted by the muscles. These reactive moments
and forces are necessary to overcome the forces imposed on the
biomechanical system by external loads and body weights. These
models have been used successfully to match worker capabilities to
the demand of the task. They provide insight into worker selection
rationale.
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i Ergonomic models should be capable of assessing the trau-
i matic effects as well as the cumulative effects of the work. To
achieve this objective, ergonomic models should be able to evalu-
ate the loading of the articulation and skeletal structures caused
by the external and internal loadings. Internal loading refers to the
forces supplied by the muscles and ligaments that react to the ex-
ternal loads; thus, both external and internal forces load tbe body.
The significance of internal forces to the loading of the body has
been discussedby Cailliet(1968)and Tichauer(1978).Knowledge
oftheeffectsofinternaland externalforcesisnecessarytopredict
the instantaneousloadingof the body articulationsand skeletal
structures.Models thatincludeinternalforcesare usuallymuch
more difficultto use sincethereareoftenmore unknown muscle
forcesthan thereareindependentequationsavailableto solvethe
problem. "l_hus,a uniquesolutionisnot possible,and the problem
becomes staticallyindeterminate.
Models of Bones
Work on the biomechanics of bone and load-bearing capability
of bone dates back over three centuries to Galileo Galilei (1638)
and has progressed to modern stress analysis techniques (Burstein
et al., 1970; Minns et al., 1977; Piotrowski and Wilcox, 1971;
Toridis, 1969). Others (Brown et al., 1980; Hayes et al., 1978; i
tluiskes et al., 1981; Olofsson, 1976; Piziali et al., 1976; Rohlmann i
et al., 1982; Rybicki et al., 1972; Scholten et al., 1978; Valliap-
pan et al., 1977, 1980) used finite-element moaels of the femur
which assume that bone is an isotropic and homogeneous mate-
rial, even though it is nonhornogeneous and is described as being
transversely isotropic. The femoral model described by Valliap-
pan et al. (1977, 1980) used a finite-element analysis to compare
the stress distribution in the femur for both a prosthesis model
and a normal femur. The stresses were computed both with and
without the anisotropic assumption of transverse isotropy, and
two loading conditions were "used, walking and one-legged stance.
The stress distribution was found to change significantly when the
anisotrcpic assumption was used for cortical bone; however, no val-
idation of results was mentioned. Others (Goel et al., 1978; Hayes
et al., 1982; Oonishi et al., 1983; Snyder et al., 1983; Williams
and Lewis, 1982) developed finite-element models for other bones,
such as the pelvis, patella, and trabecular bone. A summary of
...... ............................................" " 1989017973-038
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the merits of many of the finite-element models used in orthopedic
biomechanics was prepared by Huiskes and Chao (1983) and elab-
orates on the details of the models. It does not include a discussion
of a finite-element model of a lumbar vertebra.
Hakim and King (1979) subjected a bilaterally symmetric
finite-element model of a lumbar vertebra to static and dynarn;c
loads. The cortex and plates and spongy bone of the vertebral
body were modeled with thin plate a.,._ shell elements and three-.
dimensional isopararnetric elements. The pedicle, lamina, and
articular facets were represented with brick elements, and the
facets were modeled to provide articulation such as that in a true
facet joint. Plate elements were used to represent the processes.
Material properties data from the literature were used, and input
load distribution was taken from experimental data (Hakim and
King, 1976). Validstion efforts showed a favorable comparison
between computed and measured strains. Balasubramanian et al.
(1979) extended this model to simulate a unilateral laminectomy
and bilateral asymmetric loading.
Vibration data have been used to determine in rive elastic
properties of long bones, another area of bone modeling. Jurist
and Kianian !1973), Orne (1974), Orne and Mandke {1975), Orne
and Young (1976), and Viano et al. (1976) have all studied the
elastic property of bone in this manner.
Models of Single Joints
In rive internal forces and moments at a joint are both difficult
to measure and calculate, ]ar_c!y because of the involvement of
many muscles and h_aments, which results in more unknowns than
there are equations. Electromyogram (EMG) data, minimum total
muscular force and/or moment, and minimum total mechanical or
metabolic energy are used to reduce the number of unknowns.
Equations in dynamic models are usually nonlinear differential
equations. The)' are reduced to algebraic equations by electing to
solve the Uinverse dynamic problem" in which kinematic data are
supplied as input to eliminate the derivatives.
Models of the Hip and Knee Joints
The knee has been mc,:leled in various ways by Bresler and
Frankel (1950); Kettelkamp and Chao (1972), Engin and Korde
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(1974), Crowninshield et al. (197{5),Harrington (1976), Andriacchi
et al. (1977), Hight et al. (1979), Chand et al. (1976), Wismans
(1980), Wismans et al. (1980), and Minns (1981).
Morrison (1968, 1969) computed muscle and ligament forces
for a normal gait_ while eliminating forces in muscles with quies-
cent. EMG data and eliminating ligament forces that become slack
during the specific phases of gait. Experimental force plate data
were used along with photographic identification of the hip, knee,
ankle, and foot to provide joint displacement and rotation data.
EMG data of principal muscle groups were acquired from bipolar
surface electrodes.
Six equations of motion were used to determine the net re-
_-ction force and moment at the knee. When solving for bone
contact force components and the muscle and ligament forces,
the problem became indeterminate. Use of EMG data eliminated
the antagonistic muscle forces and ligament functions and allowed
calculations of bone contact or joint force. The resu)ts were com-
parable for repeated tests of tl_c same subject but vaxied from
subject to subject. !
Another method of reducing incleterminacy is to compute the
forces in the ligaments across the knee joint as a function of knee '_ i
flexion angle. A ligament model developed by Wismans et al. i
¢1980) assigned stiffness calues to the ligaments. This model also
considered three-dimensional kinematics oi the knee joint and ar-
ticular surface geometry, which established the conditions of con-
tact on medial and lateral surfaces. With this information, 16
unknowns were calculated, includi'_.g relative joint location, con-
tact points and forces medially and iaterally, relative abduction
and rotation, and the magnitude of the joint constraint moment.
The re3ults were principally kinematic and did not p ,vide kinetic
data, which would have been helpful. In a more complete work
by Wismans (1980), kinetic aata were also not provided. Rheo-
logical models of the knee by Moffatt et al. (1976) and Pope et al.
(1976) were based on oscillatory tests that described the knee as
a Maxwell fluid or a Kelvin solid.
Hip joint models were developed in mud,. the same way as
those for tile knee (Crowninshield et al., 1978; Goel and Svensson,
1977; Williams and Svensson, 1968). Paul (1967) assumed that
the hip joint transmitted a _ontact force and that no more than
two muscles were active at any instant of gait. Kinematic and
force plate data were required by this model.
J
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For the ankle, two-dimensional models were developed by
Brewster et al. (1974), Stauffer et al. (1977) and Wynarsky and
Greenwald (1983); and a three-dimensional model was developed
by Procter and Paul (1982).
Models of Joints of the Upper l_xtremltT
With assumptions of a hinge joint with three major flexors,
the elbow becomes simple to simulate. Based on the" work of
MacConaill (1967), Yeo (1976) used linear programming to com-
pute the total forces generated in the muscles. Because the model
results contradicted experimental data that show that all three
muscles are active during flexion, Yeo claimed that the "minimum
principle" was not valid. Crowninshield (1978) defined maximum
allowable tensile stress in each of three muscles, and his objective
functionwas minimum totaltensilestress.The modelcorrelated
wellwithexperimentaldataforbothisometricandisokineticcon-
tractions.This approachwas extendedby An et al.(1983)to
computejointcontactforces.
ModelingeffortsfortheshoulderincludetheworkofDeLuca
and Forrest(1973),who usedisometricabduction.
ModelsoflutervertebralJoints
Schultzand Andersson(1981)developeda practicalthree-
dimension_,staticallyindeterminatemodelwhichcalculatedloads
placedon a lumbarvertebraduringphysicalactivity.Thismodel
functionedin two parts,similarto thekneemodel,and consid-
eredtheactionofboththespinalmusculatureand theabdominal
muscles.The netreactionacrossa lumbarvertebra,derivedfrom
equilibriumconsiderations,formedthedeterminateportionofthe
problem.Linearprogrammingwasusedtodeterminetheresultant
spinaloadsand mvscleforceswhileminimizingspinalcompres-
sion.Largespinalcompressionforceswere predictedforminor
activitiesand werevalidatedwithmyoelectrica tivityindicating
musculartension.Thismodelwas latermodifiedby Schultzetal.
(1£82), who che.nged the objective function to specify minimum
intensity or stress.
Other researchers developed models of a single intervertebral
' joint (Belytschko et al., 1974; Kulak et al., 1976; Lin et al., 1978).
They were able to determine the responses of the intervertebral
/
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disc.The claimthatsucha modelcouldbe usedtopredictmate-
rialpropertiesofthejointusingoptimizationwas a new concept.
Thesediscmodelswereloadedaxisymmetrically,whichisa phys-
iologicallyincorrectassumption.
Redundancyandvalidationcontinuetobethemajorproblems
encounteredinthemodelingofjoints.The useofoptimizationto
solvetheredundancyproblemsisnow acceptable;however,the "
choiceof _,nobjectivefunctionremainsan unresolvedproblem.
Thisdifficultyislinkedto the inabilityo validatethe predic-
"" tionsofthemodels.Reliablemethodsand transducershavenot
beendevelopedat thistime to achievethegoal.Pedottietal.
(1978)proposedtheuseofnonlinearoptimizationschemesthat
had closercorrelationswithEMG datathandidlinear_chemes, ..
and Crowninshieldand Brand (1981)proposeda model thatre-
quireda mhaimum musclestressand thatcorrelatedwithEMG
* activity.Theseapproaches,however_didnotreducethedifficulty
inthechoiceofanobjectivefunction.An etal.(1983)opinedthat
linearoptimizationwithinequalityconstraintswas superiorto a
nonlinearscheme.
Models of Multiple Body Segments and the Whole Body !
Thisclassofmodelscanbedividedfunctionallyintomodelsof i
fivegroups:(I)thefingersand thumb;(2)thelowerextremities, [
includinggait;(3)thespinalcolumn;(4)thethorax;and (5)the
wholebody,excludingait.
Models of Fingers and the Thumb
Many researchers have developed models of the fingers and
thumb, from kinematic models (Landsmeer, 1961) to two-dimen-
sional models (Hirsch eta]., 1974; Smith et al., 1964) to three-
dimensional thumb models (Cooney and Chao, 1977; Toft and
Berme, 1980). Other models were developed by Chao et al. (1976),
Spoor and Landsmeer (1976), Berme et al. (1977), Chao and An
o : (197Sa,b), and An et al. (1974).
There are many problems encountered in the modeling of a
finger, as discussed in a series of papers by Chao et al. (1976),
Chao and An (1978a,b), and An et al. (1974). These models were
three-dimensional and were indeterminate because of the large
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number of tendons and intrinsic muscles that could be active dur-
ing a given activity. Before a mechanical analysis could begin,
all unknowns had to be identified and simplifying assumptions i
had to be made to determine the degree of indeterminacy. In
many cases, antagonistic muscles were assumed to be inactive, yet
in the isometric function of the finger, they participated in the
stabilization of the joints, which is known as the pylon concept.
Thus, other justifications were needed to determine simplifying
assumptions. A frictionless cable and pulley system for tendons
and tendon sheaths enables the tensile force in the tendons to be
transmittedundiminishedacrossjoints.Otheranatomicreasons
havebeenusedtoyieldconstraintequationsthatreducethenum-
berofunknowns.The equationsforthemodelareobtainedfrom
a free-bodyanalysisofalljointsofthefinger.The problemwas
solvedby linearprogrammingwitha varietyofobjectivefunctions
thatdetermincdjointforcescausedby a unitpinchforcebetween i
the tips of two fingers or between finger and thumb. One objective /.function was the minimization of the sum of muscle forces or the
sum of COhstraint moments. ! i
An et al. (1974) developed a three-dimensional kinematic J i
model of the human hand _ased on cadaver measurements. These
measurements included tendon location and orientation for all four i i
fingers in a neutral position expressed in coordinate systems nor-
malized against the middle phalanx of each specific finger. Tendon i.:.
geometry was computed from a force and moment potential.
Models of the Lower Extremlt|es
_,.,%,:_e]sof the lower extremities take on many forms, from a
one-lefsged comprehensive static model (Seireg and Arvikar, 1973)
to human gait mndels of the lower limbs (Cappo.._ et al., 1975;
P;.,kett and Chang, 1968; Gehl et al., 1975; Hardt, 1978; Sei:eg
cad Arvikar, 1975).
The most comprehensive dynamic lower limb model was de-
.¢}op_d by Hatze (1976), who verified it experimentally. This
two-dimensional model tracked the motion of a weighted foot as
; it attempted to hit a target on the floor in minimum time. The
action was fully voluntary with no ground interaction. The results
compared well with volunteer data.
Models of human gait involving the head, arms, and torso
(HAT), in general, try to determine joint reactions and moments
:!
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during gait. If the kinematic variables of displacement, velocity,
and acceleration are not independent of each other, the number of
unknowns exceeds the number of equations by the number of joint
moments, thus rendering the problem indeterminate. By assum-
ing known ground reactions and specifying kinematic variables, the
problem can become determinate and can be solved as an inverse
dynamic problem (IDP). The kinematic variables are assumed to
be functions of time, reducing the differential equations of motion
to algebraic equations. A direct approach can be taken if the
differential equations are solved for unknown kinematic variables
and/or joint loads. The problem is generally indeterminate, re-
quiring an optimization scheme with identification of an objective
function to create extra equations.
HAT models of the IDP type_ave been proposed by Townsend :!
and Seireg (1972), Chao and Rim (1973), Cappozo and Pedotti I
(1973), Townsend and Wsai (1976), Aleshinsky and Zatsiorsky i
(1978), and Hardt and Mann (1980). Direct solutions o_the motion
equations include a model by Nubar and Contini (1961), who !
pioneered the optimization approach by proposing a minimum _
energy principle for muscular effort. This generated a dynamic ii
two-dimensional, five-link model of the skeleton. However, only _ i
a static stance solution was provided. It was then extended to _._ :_
an optimal control model (Chow and Jacobson, 1971). Hatze _1
(1977), likewise, extended his earlier lower-limb model (1976)inW !_:i
a whole-body musculoskeletal control model• _'_•
An IDP model developed to solve for ground reactions dur- i_
ing bipedal gait was formulated by Thornton-Trump and Daher
(1975). This model generated seemingly reasonable ground forces, 'i
but did not account for a period of double support and therefore
had questionable validity (Paul, 1978)• A model by Hardt and i
Mann (1980) corrected this deficiency. Autogeneration models of !
gait were proposed by Onyshko and Winter (1980) and Nakhla and I
King (1983). The autogeneration models were two-dimensional _
HAT models which applied appropriate muscle moments to the 1
iankles, knees, and hips, enabling the linkage system to move over
:ilevel surfaces at different speeds and cadences. The models also
accounted for double
support• Recently, Nakhla and King (1985) !
formulated a three-dimensional model for the autogeneration of _i
human gait. Limb kinematics were computed from joint moment _
inputs, 18 of which were required for a seven-segment HAT model. I
Experimental gait data were used to compute the moment time :i
'i
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histories to ensure that the input was realistic. Gait was then gen-
erated by solving the differential equations of motion by using an
existing three-dimensional human linJ_model which was developed
originally by Calspan Corporation fr,r the simulation of occupant
kinematics in an automobile crash. It is also known as the artic-
ulated total body (ATB) model, a more complete description of
which can be found in the section by that title in Chapter 4. The
ATB model was modified to accept joint moments as input.
Models of the Spinal Column
An early three-dimensional static model of the spine proposed
by Schultz and Galante (1970_ generated complex equations that
were not solved. A geometric model resulted from the use of fixed-
levgth elements. This was fol',owedby work by Panjabi (1973), who
developed a general formul_'_tionfor a three-dimensional discrete
parametermodel ofthe spinethatcouldsimulateresponsesto
static and dynamic load;.ng. No specific model was proposed.
Belytschkoetal.(1973),however,developeda three-dimensional
structuralmodel oftheentirespinalcolumn withresponsesto
thre_loadingcases.Thismodel simulatedvertebrae,ligaments, !
and softtissueand providedresistanceagainstaxial,torsional,
bending,and shearloads.The resultswere validatedagainst
experimentaldata.Panjabi(1978)has sinceproposeda model
ofa functionalsp;.nalunitwhichcouldsimulatecoupledmotion.
The discand soft issuewererepresentedby a deformablelement
such asa viscoelasticbody,but becauseofthelackofmaterial
properties,no model of eithera spinalsegmentor the spinal
column was proposed.Koogleet al.(1979),attempteda three-
dimensionalfinite-elementmodel ofthelumbar spinebasedon
themesh developedby Balasubramanianetal.(1979),withno
conclusiveresults.Preliminaryresults,however,from a finite-
element,modelofa functionalspinalunitformulatedby Yang and
King (1984)indicatethatitisabletoaccuratelypredictintradisc
pressures.
ModelsoftheThorax
A three-dimensional,bilaterallysymmetric,elastostatic,and
finite-elementmodelofthehuman thorax,developedby Roberts
and Chen (1977),was abletoreasonablypredictribdisplacement
..............._ _,_
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unde,loadingconditions.The ribsweresimulatedby beam ele-
ments,andgeometricand physicalribpropertieswereincluded.
Sundararnand Feng (1977)developedboth a fullthoracic
and a skeletalfinite-elementmodel ofthe thorax.The former
modelssimulatedthesoft issuesar.dorgansoftheribcage,the
thoracolumbarspine,thesacrum,thecoccyx,theribs,and the
sternum.The resultsofstressesand displacementsfrom11 static
loadingconditionscomparedfavorablywithexperimentaldata.
ModelsoftheWhole Body
Whileseveralinvestigatorshaveproposedwhole-bodymod-
elsofhuman motionnot involvinggait,many were inspiredby
thesimulationof movements inspace.Kane and Scher(19'70)
and Passerelloand Huston(1971)formulatedmodelsofpeoplein
spaceand simulatedyaw,pitch,and rollmaneuvers.Hustonand
Passerello(1971)wentfurthertosimulatelifting,swimming,and
kickingwithoneleg.
A lumped-parametermodelofa seatedhuman (Muskianand
Nash,1974)simulatedtheheadand torso,whichweresubjected
tosinusoidalexcitationattheseatlevel.Heartanddiaphragmac- f_,
tivitywas alsosimulated;and responsesofthehead,back,torso,
and othermassesas a functionoffrequencywas givenfor0-30 !
Hertz(Hz).Muskianand Nash (1976)proposeda simplerthree- ;._
mass model whichsimulatedualloadpathsfrom thehead to i
thepelvis,thespinalcolumn,and theabdominalviscera.Non- 1
linearfrequency-dependentdampingwas usedtosimulateactual |
responses.
DISCUSSION
King and Marraspreparedan extensivetableofbiomechan-
icalmodelsforthisstudy(Table3-1)thatpresentsan extensive
overviewand summary ofthespecificvariablesand parameters
ofexistingmodels.They listedthemodel type,inputand out-
put variables,model characteristics,and theassumptionsmade
inmodeldevelopment.Thistableisa uniquecontributiontothe
literatureand shouldprovevaluabletothosewho do researchon
biomechanicalmodels.
The ultimategoalofbiomechanicalmodelsshouldbe tocreate
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a universal model that is applicable in a variety of situations.
This model should accurately predict the loading on the body
caused by both internal and external forces and should be capable
of evaluating "wear and tear" of the body under realistic (static
as well as dynamic three-dimensional) conditions. Such a model
should be adaptable to a variety of situations. The same model
should be able to simulate gait and weight lifting and perform a
variety of human tasks.
To achieve such a goal, several areas of model improvement
and development are needed. More data are needed to describe the
material and functionfd properties of body tissues. These findings
should be incorporated into analyses that investigate the aging
as well as the time- and frequency-dependent repetitive loading
effects of loads exerted on the body. The properties of bone must
also be incorporated into models that are used for ergonomic
purposes. More specifically, for spinal models, investigation of the
load-bearing role of the articular facets is needed to understand
low back pain etiology.
For bone stress analysis, the most promising model is finite-
element analysis, which can model the irregular geometry and the
corr_posite nature of bone. Validation against experimental data
continues to present problems. Rohlmann et al. (1982), Huiskes et
al. (1981) and Hakim and King (1979), however, have attempted
such a validation. There continues to be a lack of data on ma-
terial properties and a large variation in such properties for bi-
ological materials. The problem is made more complex because
of anisotropy, inhomogeneity, and nonlinearity. Experimental re-
search and clinical application of the models are needed to further
advance the modeling effort. One area for further research is that
of developing a capability for a variation of model geometry with-
out a complete respecification of nodal coordinates. Lewis et al.
(1980) proposed such a scaling method for femoral models.
The analogy of the rigid beam Link should be investigated.
Instead of viewing the body as a set of rigid links, perhaps a
semiflexible spinal column can provide more accurate assessments
of the lifting of loads on the body.
The modeling of joints and human locomotion (single and
multiple joints) is aimed primarily at predicting forces in mus-
cles, ligaments, and bone contact. This can serve a variety of
needs, such as prosthesis design, treatment and diagnosis of mus-
culoskeletal diseases, rehabilitation, and quantification of normal
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function. There is very httle evidence, however, that current mod-
els are able to calculate these forces accurately. The measurement
of these forces in vivo is extreme]; di_cult, and therefore, the
need exists to develop experimental techniques and transducers
to verify the analytical results. Inferences from time domain cor-
relations of muscle forces with EMG activity are at best a crude
indication of validity. One of the major problems with this area
of research is the choice of appropriate objective functions to solve
a rednndant problem. It does not fall within the determinis:,ic
realm of mechanics and requires physiological data that axe, a_ !
yet, unavailable. The hypothesis that an objective function indeed
exists needs to be proven before further advan=es can be made. A
secondary problem concerns the use of linear optimization tech-
niques. The hmitations of a linear analysis are implicit in their
use and should be recognized.
Whole-body models can now incorporate three.dimensional
activity as well as motion. The development of these models over
the years has progres_d from those based on put_ Newtonian
mechanics to optimization theory to control theory. The control _
theory model by Hatze (1977) ap_._rs to simulate the rate and re- i
cruitm=nt coding of the muscles during the performance of a task. t
Unfortunately, when the predictive ,ower of the models increases, i
the complexity of the model also u,creases dramatically. Hence,
a trade-off must occur between model complexity and the degree I
of accuracy that is needed :o model a situation for ergonomic
purposes.
An area which rem_ns untouched by biomechanical model-
era is that of modeling th. cogaitive link. People, as information
processors, possess the ability to modify the interaction with the
musculoskeletal system. Under circumstances of great stress or
during hfe.threatenin$ situations, people can short-circuit inter-
nal protective mechanisms and are capable of exhibiting nearly
"superhuman" traits. There m also an awareness that the apsycho-
logical factor" can become dominant in times of illness, as shown
by treatment with a placebo. Additional experimental research is
needed on these issues so that the cognitive control process can be
evaluated and eventually included in biomechanical models. Pope
et al. (1980) have hq , '., ev- such a link between personality
traits and biomecha_. _, ,,, _ ,.
It is clear that mu_.,, .... c_rch is needed to achieve the goal
of producing a universal biome, _anical model. Progress has been
..... 1989017973-054
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slow over the years. Basically, it appears that prod,tess in the area
of biomechanical modeling is now limited by a basic understand-
ing of the body rather than by computational ability. The current
state of modeling will advance when advances in basic understand-
ing are achieved and better validation methods are developed.
In addition, many of the limitations in existing biomechanical
models are related to _ncomplete or unrealistic data inputs into
the model. The problems include nonrigid or nonuniform links,
effects of dynamic action, internal loading including antagonistic
muscle action, comparison data for cumulative trauma limits, and
cognitive links.
Furthermore, models based on motion kinetics alone provide
an inadequate description of a person who is operating equipment
in a real-world environment. The human operator's need and
ability to adapt the dynamic behavior of the limb_ i_ not included
in current models. A model of the biomechanical system that uses
single values for its dynamic parameters such as muscle stiffness or
viscosity is unrealistic. A fixed-parameter model cannot be applied
reliably in situations other than those for which it was calibrated.
Determination of the difference between the net reaction forces
at a given body joint and the actual internal loads (e.g., those
generated by the antagonistic muscle groups that are involved) is
essentialtoa completebiomechanicalnalysisofastrainthathas
an impacton thesystem.Predictionsofinternalloadsusually
incorporatesimplisticoptimizingassumptions,forexample,that
minimalantagonisticmuscleactivityisusedinperforminga task.
Iftheperformanceisnotgovernedby theassumptions,theactual
internalloadsc_ be much higherthanthepredictedvalues.
Finally,existingbiomechanicalmodelsdo not addressthe
problemofrepeatedactivitiesovera periodoftime,and hence,
physiologicalaspectsuchasfatiguearenotconsidered.
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Human-Machine Interface Models
Information generated by anthropometric and dynamic biome-
chanical models is needed to build the next level of model in the i_
hierarchical structure, that is, the interface model. Interface mod- ._:
els describe the interactions among the anthropometric and the
biomechanical models in a symbiotic relationship with the equip-
ment used in system operation.
Typical apphcations of these quantitative anthropometric and t
biomechanical models are their use in the development of inter-
facemodelsas COMBIMAN (computerizedbiomechanicalman '.
model), CAPE (computerized accormnodated percentage evalua-
tion), CAR (crswstation assessment of reach), SAMMIE (system
for aiding man-machine interaction evaluation), CREW CHIEF
(computer-aided design model of an aircraft maintenance tech-
nician), and PLAID-TEMPUS (three-dimensiop.al model of an
interactive environment for the design and evaluation of system
design and operation). Each of these interIace models relies on an-
thropometric and biomechanical data to model the relationships
among people, tasks, equipment, and the workplace.
Early approaches to the development of interface models and
their characteristics are shown in Table 4-1 (Kroemer, 1973). In
1967, Popdimitrov (Popdimitrov et al., 1969) reported on one of
the first interface models, BULGAR, which was used for calcu-
lating the positions of certain parts of the body related to a per-
son's posture. Other approaches, such as DYNAST_.CK (Wartluft,
43
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1971) and TORQUE MAN, LIFT MAN, and FORCE MAN (Char-
fin, 1969), were based on link-joint "stick man models"; they repre-
sented mass properties and capabilities for exerting forces. MTM
MAN _ '_patrick, 1970) incorporated elementary motion times
from tables used by industrial engineers. The ARM MODEL (Ay-
: oub, 1971) simulated two-link arm movements, using power as
an optimization algorithm. CINCI KID (Huston and Passerello,
i 1971) incorporated kinematic and kinetic aspects of the human
! body and the effects of gravity. BOEMAN (Boeing Company,
1970; Ryan, 1971) was a complex model of a pilot sitting in an
aircraft cockpit. This model was intended for use in the evaluation
of the geometry of aircraft cockpits with respect to their suitability
for the aviator. COMBIMAN (Krause and Bogner, 1987; Kroe-
met, 1973; McDaniel, 1976) was developed based largely on the
experience of the Boeing Company, hence it has been called "son
of BOEMAN."
Since 1973, several other interface models have been devel-
oped. They include CAR (Edwards, 1976), CAPE (Bittner, 1975),
ATB (Fleck and Butler, 1975; Butler and Fleck, 1980), PLAID-
TEMPUS (Lewis 1979 a, b) and, currently under development,
CREW CHIEF (Korna and McDaniel, 1985). These models and , |
their interrelationships are discussed in the following text. !
BOEMAN !
BOEMAN is a computer-based model that was developed
for the design and evaluation of cockpit and other crewstations
(Ryan, 1970, 1971). Although it provided a broad conceptual
framework for the study of diverse variables, its primary reason for
development was aimed at the assessment of the seated operator's
ability to move toward and reach controls.
The operator model is made up of a system of 31 links that are
constrained by hard angular limits at each body joint. In addition,
a time-cost function is associated with each joint. Mathematical
programming is used to minimize the total time as the operator
reaches from one point to another.
The links are typically enfleshed by truncated cones. Cockpit
boundary surfaces are defined. Model reaches are made within
the boupdaries imposed by enfleshment and cockpit surfaces. The
result of exercising the model is a description of the effort and time
required to reach the controls and provides indications of the points
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of contact between limbs and cockpit surfaces. This model has
proven complicated to implement because of the volume of data
required and the complexity of the cost of movement algorithms.
Consequently, it was typically employed late in the design process.
BOEMAN provided the conceptual bases and motivation for
other workplace assessment models, for example, CAPE, CAR,
and COMBIMAN.
COMPUTERIZED ACCOMMODATED PERCENTAGE
EVALUATION (CAPE) MODEL
The CAPE model was developed as a design tool for the as-
sessment of cockpit crewstation design in termg of the percentage
of the aircrew population that could be accommodated by that
design (Bittner, 1975, 1979). The CAPE program used a multi-
variate Monte Carlo simulation to create a typical sample, based
on 2,500 _pilots" that matched the means, standard deviations,
and correlations of 13 anthropometric variables that are critical for
the design of cockpits, that must fit a target population (Gifford et
al., 1965). The Monte Carlo simulation component of this model :i_i
was tested in a series of investigations that compared actual and _
Monte Carlo estimates of the proportion of a population accommo-
dated as various anthropometric exclusions were applied (Bittner, ! i
1974). The Monte Carlo component was found _o be valid based I;:
on the results of four evaluation studies (Bittncr, 1976). _-
The CAPE pilot link system component was selected to aug-
ment arm and leg reach models in the design standard for military
aircraft (Department of Defense, 1969). This link system was
viewed only as a baseline; the development of a later model based
on the BOEMAN (Ryan, 1970, 1971) link system was proposed
(Bittner and Moroney, 1975). This proposal was implemented
subsequently in the CAR model (Edwards, 1976; Harris et al.,
1980), which replaced CAPE.
i
CREWSTATION ASSESSMENT O1_ REACH (CAR} MODEL
The CAR model is a design evaluation tool for determining the
population percentage that can be accommodated by a particular
crewstation design (Edwards, 1976; Harris and Iavecchia, 1984;
Harris et al., 1980).
The CAR model allows the user to define the geometry of
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the crewstation and to select an operator sample to evaluate the
crewstation design. The CAR model consists of an anchorage :_
point, the design eye point (DEP), the line of sight :LOS), seat
characteristics, head clearance data, and a set of h; _.:: and/or foot
controls. The anchorage point is the fixed locatiJ,_ in space to
which the operator must position a specific body },art. Anchorage
options include:
i • seated, positioned to DEP (similar to BOEMAN);
F• • seated, positioned to a foot control;
• seated in a nonadjustable seat;
• standing in a fixed position;
• shoulder positioning; and
• hip positioning.
The operator's seat consists of a seat back, seat pan, seat :!
adjustment, and harness. The seat adjustment is defined by the i
seat reference point (i.e., the center of the line segment formed by :,
the intersection of the seat back and the seat pan), the furthest- .down forward position of the seat, and the furthest-upward back (:
position of the seat. The user defines the harness by specifying :i iI!
the position along the horizontal shoulder line where the harness _ i
meets the shoulder. A maximum of 50 controls can be specified for i :i
the crewstation. Controls are defined in terms of body part (hand i!
or foot}, the grip that is appropriate for the control (clenched
palm open; fingertip; thumb; or pinch, extended, or point), the i
harness condition (locked or unlocked), and the control location. !
.q
An additional point representing the limit of the linear range of
movement is specified for adjustable controls.
The sample population can be generated either by a Monte
Carlo process based on the means, standard deviations, and corre-
lation coefficients of standard anthropometric measurements fol-
lowing the procedure developed by Bittner (1975) or by using
direct inputs based on thc actual measurements of test individu-
als. In either case, body measurements for the sample population
are transformed into links, a modification of the procedure used
in BOEMAN (Ryan, 1970, 1971). The 19 links in the CAR link-
person model (Figure 4-1) represent a simplification of the human
skeletal structure from the 31 links used for BOEMAN (Harris
I and Iavecchia, 1984; Harris, et al., 1980; Zachary, 1979).
! The CAR model analyzesthe abilityof an operatorin the
sample to reach a controlby startingat the lumbar jointand3!
i
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adding links in succession in the direction of that control. The
links are constrained by _mgular limits of motion a_sociated with
each link joint, the harnese conditions, and the type of clothing.
Since the link lengths calculated for the operator sample are for
an unclad operator, CAR allows the user to specify whether the
operator is wearing either summer or winter flight clothing. The
clothing specificatioll modifies the appropriate link lengths and
the angular limits of motion.
Three types of reaches can be incorporated into the CAR
model:
Zone 1 • The shoulder harness is locked, _d the operator does
I'
4
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not strain against the harness. The lumbar, thoracic, interclavic-
ular, and clavicular links are immobile. The remaining links are
allowed to move within their angular limits.
gone /_: The shoulder harness is locked, and the operator
strains against the harness. The lumbar, thoracic, and interclav-
icular links are immobile. The clavicular link is allowed to move
within the confines of the harness. The remaining links are allowed
to move within their angular limits.
gone 8: The shoulder harness is unlocked. All links are
allowed to move within the bounds of their angular limits. Zone 1
and zone 2 reaches are performed for all hand controls, where the
shoulder harness is specified as locked by the user. Zone 3 reach is
performed for foot controls and hand controls, where the shoulder
harness is specified as unlocked.
CAR evaluates each operator in the sample to determine the
abilityoplacehimselfadequately(i.e.,withrespectoanchorage
point,DEP, LOS, and head clearance)and theabilityto reach
controlsforzones1,2,and/or3 reachasappropriate.
The resultsindicatethepercentageofthepopulationthatcan
achievevisualaccommodationand thepercentagethatiscapable
of reaching each control. Guidance in changing control positions
for improved accommodation is given in the form of reports de-
I tailingthedistanceand directionfcontrolocationalterationto
accommodateadditionalportionsofthepopulation.
The flexibilityofa model suchas CAR was illustratedina
recentprogramforflightdeckdesign(Stoneand McCauley,1984).
i In that study, data input was based on the anthropometric mea-
'_ surement of a broad range of aviation personnel in the U.S. Air
i Force, Army, and Navy. Stone and McCauley observed that, using
the standard numerical link-person analysis provided by CAR, an
accurate analysis of reach could be performed. Complete fit and
function analyses required both graphic output and enfleshment
(Figure 4-2). The resulting figures are three-dimensional and pos-
sess the dimensional characteristics of the people created by the
CAR program in terms of both link and body dimensions.
For flight deck design, the CAR model generates full reach en-
velopes in various planes, along with eye and seat reference point
,_ locations.Allthecomponentsarethenintegratedtoallowevalua-
1 tion of alternative designs for placement of controls, displays, and
other equipment as a function of operational task requirements.
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FIGURE 4-2 CAR three-dlmensional anthropometrlca]ly variable crew
member. SOURCE: Stone and McCauley (1984: 11). Reprinted with
permission (_) 1984 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.
The resultingthree-dimensionalmodels ofthe operator,the
equipment, and the environment can be viewed on the screen
in front,top,and sideelevations;in isometricprojection;or in
perspectivefrom any viewpoint.Thiscapabilityenablesthe user
toenterand walk around insidethe model.
The scaleof the model can be changed and hidden linescan
be removed. Allobjectswithinthemodel can be repositionedand
regrouped.Furtherdevelopment ofthe CAR model willprovide
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a building block concept for systematic design and evaluation of
various workstations.
Efforts are under way to validate the CAR model. For exam-
ple, based on the CAPE model (Bittner, 1975), the Monte Carlo
component has been evaluated by four accommodation studies,
which have been summarized by Bittner (1976). In addition, the
anthropometric measurements and reach envelopes for individual
subjects are being directly compared with model estimates under
typical seat, restraint, and workplace conditions. Finally, CAR
has been tested for the congruence of model reach data and exper-
imentally derived anthropometric reach envelopes (Bennett et al.,
1982; Kennedy, 1978).
1
SYSTEM I_OR AIDING MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION
EVALUATION (SAMMIE)
SAMMIE, developed by a team of investigators at the Uni-
versity of Nottingham, England, under the leadership of Maurice
Bonney, was produced to evaluate the design of simple workstation ,_t
layouts (Bonney et al., 1969). With SAMMIE three-dimensional _,1
models of equipment and environments can be built by specifying i !
and assembling geometrical shapes. The anthropometric model is i i
preprogrammedtorepresenta maleofaverageheightand weight _i
based on data developed by Dempster (1955), but can be modified _
to represent other anthropometric data. r
SAMMIE consists of two independent modules: J
. Three-dlmensional modeling functions: This component
b_dlds models of equipment or workplaces by assembling primitive
geometric shapes or general shape definitions, as shown in Figure
4-3.
. Man-model: The human model consists of 19 connected
links representing a schematic skeleton around which three-dimen-
sional solids such as boxes, cones, and cylinders are placed to
denote outer contours of the human body.
The idealized fl_sh conto'ffrs can be varied to simulate body
builds from slim to rotund (Sheldon, 1940). Each link length can
bevariedtocreatedifferentbody proportionsand canbe adjusted
toanyfeasiblebody position.Extremelimitsofjointmovements
and comfortcanbe includedinthemodel.The body segments
areconnectedby pinjointsat theshoulders,hips,neck,knees,
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FIGURE 4-3 Exsmple of a SAMMIE geometrical model. SOURCE: SAM-
MIE Humsn Factors 3-D Design System (1985).
and other articulations. Logical relationships are included so that _'I
when an upper arm moves, the lower arm and wrist also move in _::
the expected direction, representing normal human movement, as i
specified in a user-definable joint constraints table. The limbs can ._
onlyextendasfarashuman limbscanreach.Itisalsopossibleto '!_
modelfactorsthatlimitmovement,suchasclothing.
SAMMIE has the capability to create concave, convex, or i
plane mirrors superimposed on any surface in the workplace and
can then examine the reflections found from any vantage point. _1
Another module is used to assess visibility encompassing 360 de-
grees of view horizontally and 180 degrees vertically.
The following evaluations can be performed by SAMMIE:
• ability to reach;
• fit of a person in a confined workspace, including oper-
ator size and shapes, clearances, and access aperture sizes and
positions;
• working postures (e.g., seated, standing, bending);
• visibility, including head and eye movement constraint,
production of two-dimensional vision maps, and three-dimensional
vision charts;
• field of vision;
• blind spots; and
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o mirror views.
The environmental component of SAMMIE consists of geo-
metrical information defining solid objects, location and orienta-
tion data, and relationships between objects and humans.
The model can be viewed in plane parallel projection or in
perspective (from either outside or within the model) in front, top,
and side elevations or a combination of views. The model can be
viewed from a specific internal cel_ter of interest or from a position
that. represents the subject's visu d view of the environment. The
scale can be changed and hidden .'inescan b_"removed.
The model, once constructed, can be repoeitioned and re-
grouped as needed. It lends itself to the modeling of human inter-
actions with control panels and workplace ergonomic evaluations.
Movement can be simulated frame by frame to evalute reach, fit,
strength, balance, comfort, or vision for candidate postures.
ARTICULATED TOTAL BODY (ATB) MODEL
The ATB model is a modified vers.;onof the crash victim simu-
lator program developed by Calspan Corporation for the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to study human
response during automobile crashes (Fleck et al., 1975). The U.S.
Air Force's Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
modified this model for application to the study of human body
dynamics during ejection from high-performance aircraft, devel-
oped a three-dimensional projected graphics display capability,
and appliedthename articulatedtotalbody (ATB) modeltothis
modifiedsoftwareprogram(Butlerand Fleck,1980;Butleretal.,
1983;Fleckand Butler,1975).
The three-dimensionalATB modelisformulatedintermsof
rigidbodyequationsofmotion.The bodysegmentsdo notdeform
duringmotion;allbody deformationoccursonlyatthejointsthat
connectthebody segments.The standardconfigurationconsists
of 15 segments,but the actualnumber thatcan be specifiedis
limitedonlyby thecomputermemory.
The body segmentsarecoupledatjoints,thecentersofwhich
are specified by three-dimensional coordinates within each segment
and with respect to landmarks on that segment. Each segment has
its own coordinate system defined with respect to bony anatomical
landmarks on that segment. Coordinate systems are also defined
i |
i___ ___
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for each segment for each of the joint centers to provide for the
application of resistive torques in the joints and to limit the range
ot motion as a function of joint position.
The segment ma_ses can be specified, as can the r:,tational
principal moments of inertia. The principal axes are specified
with respect to the segment anatomical landmark coordi,lating
systems.
Motion or dynamic response of the body is induced by specifi-
cation of the motion of a body segment or an external configuration
or force that interacts with the body. In the most common appli-
cation, motion is defined by seat displacement. The body interacts
with the seat by contact force.a between planes that describe the
seat geometry and planes and ellipsoidal contact surfaces that are
attached to each segment. In addition, harnesses, air bags, wind
pressure, gravity, and prescribed forces and torques can act on
body segments. For most applications the body is assumed to
respond passively; however, the model formulation does allow for
active muscle elements (Freivalds, 1984).
The output from the model consists of time histories of lin-
ear and angular dmplacemenL velocity and acceleration for each
segment, the location on each segment of the pcint of contact
with the external configuration or any other body segment, and
the force of contact; restraint harness fo_ces and the forces that
the harness applies to the body surface; the joint orientations and
the forces and moments across each of the body joints; the wind
forces on each segment; and the total body center of mass loca-
tion, momentum, and kinetic energy. In addition, by using the
complementary program VIEW (Leetch and Bowman, 1983a,b),
body graphics can be displayed in the form of three-dimensional
projected images. The program also allows arbitrary selection of
the ,_iewpoint.
The standard 15-segment configuration establishes a body
structure, but individual data bases determine dimensions and in-
ertial properties. A program (GEBOD} was developed to generate
various percentile data sets for adult males and females as well as
for 3- and 6-year-old children (Baughman, 1983}. Also, data sets
have been developed for flying personnel based on a 1967 survey
of U.S. Air Force male aviators (Grunhofer and Kroh, |975} and
for manikins used in acceleration and impact testing (Chestnut et
al., 1985; DeLeys, 1981; tIubbard and McLeod, 1977). Various
methods for the determination of human body segment inertial
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properties have been developed, ranging from the use of approxi-
mating geometric shapes (Baughman, 1982] and measurement of
cadaver segment properties (Chandler et al., 1975) to the uze of
stereophc,tometric methods to map the three-dimensional surface
of the human body (McConville et al., 1980; Young et al., 1983).
The last method has provided the most comprehensive body seg-
ment inertial property data for both males and females that is
currently available, and preeents the data with respect to pre-
cisely defined bony anatomical landmark segments and coordinate
systems based on these landmarks.
Because of the common technical interests of t_he U.S. Air
Force and NttTSA in biodynamics, particularly regarding toler-
ance criteria to inechanical forces, related model enha._cements
have been shared by both agencies and integrated into one com-
mon code (Kaleps, 1978; Kaleps and Marcus, 1982). This code
is used by aerospace and automotive companies, universities, and
government agencies.
COMPUTERIZED BIOMECHANICAL MAN-MODEL !
(COMBIMAN) !
:_OMBIMAN is a three-dimensional comput_'ized interactive
graphics technique original!y developed for workplace design and !_
evaluation Bates et al., 1973; Korna and McDaniel, 1985; Kroemer, !
1973; McDaniel, 1976, 1982). It is also used for selecting persons
who fit workplaces and for mapping visibility plots.
The man-mod,! ;,q constructed in three stages (Evans, 1975;
McDaniel, 1976). A 33-segrne-.t link system which corresponds
functionally to the human skeletal system is generated. Eacb link
connects major points of rotation of the body segments. .two
of the links represent the seat reference poirt, which serves as a
starting point to add links sequentially to form the man-model.
The link dimen._ions are based on anthropometric data that are
entered directly or computed from anthropometric survey data.
Each link is assigned a three-dimensional Euler-type angle that
relates the angular coordinates of each new link to that of the
previous link. This coordinate system place_ realistic limitations
on the range of mobility of a joint and permits the repositioning
of a distal link by moving a proximal link. Each link has up to 6
degrees of freedom with respect to the external coordinate system.
Version 7 of COMBII_AN (K'_rna and McDaniel, 1985) uses
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FIGURE 4-4 COMBIMAN man-model,aReachSuccessful_ isdisplayed
afterthere_chissuccessfullyperformed.SOURCE: Korna and McDan_.el
(1985).
an entirelynew enfleshmenttechniqueto represent_he irregular
surfacenecessaryto depictclothingand personalprotectivequip-
ment. A surfaceiscreatedby an arrayofsmalltriangles,similar
to the techniqueused in fimte-elementanalysis.An algorithm
determinesthoselinesthatareon the vrofileview (fromany view
direction)and alsothoselinesthatareessential(suchasfacialfea-
tures)and elimina_,_sallotherlinesbeforethe displayedimage is
generated.The resultiba high-fidelityprofileview ofan irregular
figure(Figure4-4).
Inworkplacedesign,t:lecontroland displaypanelsaredefined
by cornerpointsaround the man-model. Predeterminedpaneldi-
mensions,restrictions,and constraintsare enteredby lightpen,
keyboard,punched cards,magnetictape storage,or discstorage.
The userhas theoptionofdisplayingallor a few of thecharacter-
isticsofthe workplaceatone time.
The workplaceisevaluatedby interactionwith the threedi-
mensionalhuman moael. Although the cathode-raytube isa
'5
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two-dimensionaldisplay,two orthogonalviewsareprojectedsi-
multaneouslyand canberotatedforviewingatanyangleand can
be magnified.In themodel,however_alogrithmsexistinthree
dimensions.
The evaluationtechniquesconsistofdefiningthedimensions
oftheman-modeland simulatingintendedtaskswithinthework-
place.
The man-modeldimensionscanbe definedinseveralways:
• DirectMeasure:Specificmeasurementsarcenteredfrom
thekeyboardorpunchedcards.
• Data Base Summary Statistics: Percentiles computed from
large samples are used to deRne the man-model. Individual seg-
ments may be modeled for groups with different percentiles.
• User Population: Several anthropometric surveys are in-
corporated in the COMBIMAN model. A utility program allows
the user to define which survey to use or to add data from other
surveys.
* Computer-Aided Dimensioning: Abstract human models
can be generated from anthropometric survey data. A critical
body characteristic relevant to the evaluation of a task can be
called up and used to construct a proportioned man-model based
on a series of regression equations.
Once the man-model is built, it can be positioned by com-
mands from a light pen or keyboard.
The COMBIMAN hand is made up of three links originating
from the wrist: (1) grip center (for whole-hand grasp); (2) func-
tional reach (e.g., finger grip, knobs); and (3) fingertip reach (e.g.,
pushing a button).
The program evaluates reach capability as a function of cloth-
ing and restraints (harness) in two ways. First, the user can select
a cor,trol handle or pedal, or even an arbitrary point in space, and
the COMBIMAN simulates the process of reaching to that point.
Second, the user can select a control panel, and the model will
compute tb- maximum reach envelope in the plane of that panel.
If a point or control can be reached, the user can evaluate the
force which the COMBIMAN can exert in that control location,
i in a definec] direction, and to a specific control.
The reach routine apphes to the armz_ l¢_s, and head. Move-
ments can be limited or con_ned, such _ arm-shoulder movement
only or arm-shoulder-trunk movement.
l_Ul l_lO uIu
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A printout and plot of the workplace providing detailed body
dimensions of the man-model and coordinates of the workplace in
any scale can be generated at any design or evaluation stage.
For mapping the visual field of a workplace, COMBIMAN
defines a range of three-dimensional head and eye positions with
coordinates. The size of the operator, seat adjustment, head po-
sition, and visual restrictions can all be varied. This generates
realistic visualangles.
Other features of the COMBIMAN include the following:
• Change View: Views the model and crewstation from any
angle.
• Identify Object: Shows the name and three-dimensional
coordinates of any characteristic of the crewstation.
• Omit Object: Declutters the display.
• Retrieve Crewstation: Calls up any of the crewstations
stored in the library.
• Vieibility Plot: Plots the crewstation as seen by COMBI-
MAN.
• Display Anthropometry: Displays the values of sizes of the I
body segments. |
• Display Links: Displays _he dimensions and angles of the
skeletallinksystemofCOMBIMAN. }
• Design Panel: Allows the user to add a new characteristic _
of modification to an existing crewstation, l:
• Modify Posture: Permits the user to manually change the
posture of the model.
• Seat Adjust: Allows the user to reposition the seat.
• Zoom: Causes a portion of the image to be magnified to
fill the entire screen.
• Plot: Produces paper a plot of the crewstation and COM-
BIMAN in any scale.
• Add CrewstaZion: A utility program that allows a user to
define a new crewstation and add it to the library.
CREW CHIEF
The U.S. Air Force Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory and the U.S. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
are jointly developing a computer-aided design (CAD) model of an
aircraft maintenance technician (McDaniel, 1985; McDaniel and
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Askren,1985).Thisthree-dimensionalinteractivegraphicsmodel
wouldhavean interfacewithexistingcommercialCAD systems.
The developersexpecttohavean initialversionavailableforuse
in1988.
The CREW CHIEF model willgivetheCAD designerthe
abilityto use thecomputerdrawingboard to simulatemainte-
nance and relatedhuman operatorinteractionswith a system.
" Itwillrepresenthe correctbody sizeand proportionsof the
maintenancetechnician,theencumbranceofclothingandpersonal
protectiveequipment,mobilitylimitationsforsimulatingworking
pustures,hy icalaccessforreachingintoconfinedareas(with
hands, tools, and objects), visual access (seeing around obstruc-
tions), a'ld _trength capability (for using hand tools and manual
materiab-liandling tasks).
The CREW CH!EF model user will be able to select data
from a range of body sizes of both male and female maintenance
technicians.
The initial model will have four types of standard clothing to
choosefrom:fatigues,coldweather,arctic,and chemicaldefense. ', _
The clothinginteractswiththejointmobilitylimitsforstrength _
and posturetomodelaccessibility.
The CREW CHIEF modelwilldisplaythevisualaccessibility _.
of maintenance personnel. For example, inserting a screwdriver t
intoa screwheadrequiresthatthetechniciansimultaneouslysee _
and reachthescrewhead.The CREW CHIEF modelglowsthe
designertoseethetaskfromthemaintenancetechnician'sview-
pointand todeterminewhetheritcanbephysicallyaccomplished.
The 12 CREW CHIEF modelposturesincludestanding,sit-
ting,kneelingon one knee,kneelingon both knees,stooping,
squatting,prone,supine,lyingon theside,walking,crawling,and
climbing.Some oftheseposturesreducethemobilityofthelimbs
and thestrengthavailableto performthetask.Theseareonly
startingpostures,however,and thedesignercan manipulateall
the bony segmentsas requiredto achievethe desiredposture.
Posturingwillbe automatedforaccessibility,reach,andstrength
analyses.
The CREW CHIEF model willhavea realisticsimulationof
thestrengthcapabilitiesofa maintenancetechnician.AAMRL
! has recentlygatheredstrengthdatarelativetothemanual han-
._ dlingtask(lifting,pushing,andpulling)fortheposturesdescribed
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above.Anothermajordatabaseincludestorquestrengthwithvar-
ioushand tools.
The CREW CHIEF modelitselfwillbe three-dimensional.To
accuratelyrepresenttheclothing,themodel willhavea surface
offacets(triangles)attachedto the35 linkswhichmake up the
skeletallinksystem.A simplifiedthree-dimensionalmodelwillbe
availablewheneverthedesignerwishestorotatethemodel,and
a hiddenlinetwo-dimensionalmodel willbe availableforhigh-
resolutionviewsand plots.
PLAID AND TEMPUS
PLAID and TEMPUS are modeling programs created specif-
ically for the Man-Systems Division, Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center (JSC), National Aeronautics and Space Administration, for
use in man-machine interface design and evaluation for the space
shuttle and the initial space station configuration. The earliest
concept of PLAID was an interactive graphics software system for
the design of instrumentation panel layouts (Lewis, 1979a; PLAID
Preliminary Specifications, 1977). PLAID is currently housed in
a VAX 11/785 computer. PLAID will also be used with an auto-
mated anthropometric measurement system being developed for
JSC (Lewis,1979b).
PLAID isa systemforanalyzingthecrew interactionwith
crewstationsand spacecraftsystemsand components(Brown,
1982).Itisbasedon full-scale,three-dimensional,solid-geometry
computersoftwaremodelsthatarecreatedinteractivelyby the
user.The programcanrepresenthumans inshirtsleevesandspace-
suits,crew workstations,pacecraft,and virtuallyany structure
theuserdesirestobuild.Theseelements,calledprimitives,are
assembledin thecomputerand viewedon the computermoni-
tor.PLAID providesflexibilityinachievingthedesiredrenderings
and evaluationproducts,whilethemodeldatabasestorescreated
primitivesand assembliesforsubsequentuse(Brown,1981).
The userbeginsthemodelingprocessby definingthe end
product.Ifa primitivethatisrequiredfortheactivityisinthe
database,theusercanassessitsappropriatenessfortheparticular
analysis.
AllprimitivesareconstructedinBUILD, thefirstmajormod-
uleofPLAID, fromplanarpolygonscreatedinteractivelyby the
user.The polygoncanbe builteithergraphicallyornumericallyin
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onp ofsixstandardorthographicviews(front,back,top,bottom,
left,orright).Once polygonsarecreated,theusercan combine
them,eitherby translationalongone,two,or threeaxesor by
rotationaboutsome axis.Hence,a squarecanbe translatedalong
thenonreprescntedaxisforconversionto a rectangularbox,a
half-circleanbe rotatedaboutitsbasetocreatea sphere;and a
circlecanbe rotatedaboutan offsetaxistoforma torus.
A contourfunctionallowsthecreationofa solidobjectby
joiningplanarpolygons,essentiallycreatinga surfacebetween
theedgesoftwo planes.Thisfunctionisparticularlyusefulfor
buildingobjectswithccmplexcontours,suchasthehuman body,
human reachenvelopes,and thespaceshuttleorbiter.Forexam-
ple,by usingcross-sectionalplots(reducedfrom digitizedbody
mapping datainPLAID's REACH module),a shirtsleevedcrew
member canbe createdgraphically.
A secondmajor module ofPLAID, COG (compositeobject
generator), is the basis for grouping constructed primitives. The
COG file contains primitive parts, COG file (subassembly) parts, :,
or some combinations of primitives and subassemblies. Versatility _j
can be achievedby carefulselectionfpartsand by theCOG file !
structureitself.The useofsubassembliesfacilitatesstop-action i
articulation or motion in assembly since a subassembly has both l
itsown localcoordinatesystem and a secondone in a global i_
coordinatesystemof theassemblyachievedviatranslationa d i'
rotation.By layeringsubassembliesand parts,a human arm,for
example,canattachtotheshoulder,yetwhen rotated,theupper
arm primitiveand lowerarm subassemblymove asa unit.At the
nextlevel,thelowerarm,attachedattheelbow,moves it3elf(a
primitive)and thehand assemblyattachedat thewrist.Each
elementofthearm hasitsown localoriginandcoordinatesystem
toenhancemotioncommands but canbe translatedand rotated
toattachittothenextelementinthetree.
Final,iewingand conflictheckingisperformedwitha third
majorPLAID module,DISPLAY. Here,theuseridentifiestheob-
ject(i.e.,targetfile)ofinterestand specifiestheotherparameters
thatarerequiredtoproducethedesiredendproduct.
Severalalternativesforthefinalrenderingsareavailable,in-
cludinga wireframe,inwhichallassemblylinesarevisible.This
common-formrenditionisoftensatisfactoryforsimpleobjects,but
interpretationasuallysuffersfrom ambiguity.In anotherrendi-
tion,hiddenlinesareautomaticallyremovedorshownasdashedif
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behind-the-scene viewing is required. A conflict detector is another
user option in which collisions of parts are defined numerically and
graphically for ready identification. The PLAID program also cal-
._ culates between-vertex clearance. While these line drawings are
appropriate for most applications, PLAID shaded renderings are
also available.
The REACH module of PLAID serves as the interface with
the anthropometric data to render crew reach and body mapping
contours and contours from other digitized data.
By using PLAID for interface ergonomic models, human body
models of various sizes can be built and articulated with respect
to workstation layouts. Improvements are sought, however, in the
complementary software package TEMPUS to create a basic man-
model that will interact with the PLAID program and data base
elements. The TEMPUS user interfaces allow for a user-specified
body to be constructed and more easily manipulated in the desired
environment. For example, the PLAID person is articulated by
the user on a joint-by-joint basis, with she user being responsible
for body size parameters and joint limits. In TEMPUS, the user
selects a specific crew member from the data base, one or more :_
anthropometric measurements, or a random body. The internal
anthropometric data base governs the constraints for size, range of
motion, sex, and other parameters. Thus, the computer can avoid i
th_ use of a trial-and-error positioning schema. I
The body modeling is accomplished by using the data in the
CAR model (Harris et al., 1980). Following CAR, TEMPUS cal-
culates the body segments by using regression equations. These
segments are then used to build a link person. One .graphic pro-
cedure that provides a realistic approach is the use of "bubble
people" (Badler et al., 1980), which are composed of hundreds
of small spheres. Enfleshment of the link is proportional to link
length; girth measurements are not used. Other graphics models
include stickmen (no thickness) and _polybodies" built of polyhe-
drons. In each case, the three-dimensional body is generated by
the computer and displayed graphically in the workstation. (For
a detailed review of this technique, see Woolford and Lewis [1981]
and Stramler and Woolford [1982]).
Knowledge of the positions of the arms, legs, head, and torso as
well as their velocities and vectors are required to specify a body in
motion. Specifications of forces requires knowledge of accelerations
as well. Data storage and access requires extensive effort, however.
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Inthe initialstagesofthe study ofthebiomechanicsofastronaut
extravehicularactivity(EVA), a dictionaryof unitsof motion
isconstructed.The dictionaryentriesare isolatedmotions that
can be combined to describecomplex tasks.For planning new
tasks,the components can be extractedfrom the dictionaryand
combined to describethe activity.Informationregardingtime,
forces,restraints,and aidsthatarerequiredto perform the tasks
can be deduced.
A major requirementforthesemodels ofhuman performance
isrealisticmotion data. Some rulesof motion can be extracted
from theviewingoffilmsofhuman motion.However, more precise
datacan be obtainedby digitizingdataderivedfrom pointson the
arms, legs,and torsoas the subjectsmove. Automation can play
a largeroleinthisregard(O'Rourke,1980).
TEMPUS has an associatedanimationcapabilityinwhich the
movements ofsubjectsand objectsin the picturecan be coordi-
nated with each otherand with a soundtrack.The animationis
dependenton theoperatordrawingkey framesinwhich thestages
ofmotion aredisplayed.For example,whilereachingfora switch
the body might be portrayedin the restpositionwith the arm
partlyraisedand the hand on theswitch.The animationfacility
then generatesintermediateframesbetween thesekey frames to
interpolatemotion.
One approach to the analysesof changes in body position
and forcevectorsduringthe performanceof a taskisthe use of
models ratherthan traditionaltables.For example,the body can
be modeled as rigidlinksconnectedwith rotarymotols capable
of exertingknown forcesor moving at known velocities.The
kinematicsand dynamics of the body can then be modeled by
usingtrigonometry,differentialequations,and linearalgebra.
Digitizedfilmdata taken of astronautsare used to develop
models of forcesappliedin EVA tasks.(SeeBowden [1981]fora
descriptionof some of the pioneeringeffortsinthisarea.)This
effortresultsinequationsofmotion thatcan be integratednumer-
icallytoprovidepositionand orientationinformationforthe body
segments.Inturn,thesedatacan be usedtodrivegraphicdisplays
ofmotion to permitassessmentofproposedEVA procedures.
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DISCUSSION
Table 4-2 summarizes many of the important features of these
models. The following points describe the state of the art in the
development of interface models.
i • Current interface models are specific to given designs, pur-
poses, or characteristics.
• The usefulness of interface models is limited by the anthro-
pometric and/or biomechanical data input.
• The workstation and the operator need to be accurately
modeled.
• Predictive models of the effects of the dynamics of "plat-
forms" (e.g., ships, spacecraft, airplanes) on tasks are not
available.
• There is a paucity of dynamic interface models.
• Effects of stress and motivation have not been adequately
quantified or modeled, i
• Effects of fatigue, trauma, and other injuries have not been 1
adequately quantified or modeled.
• The effects of environmental factors on human performance !
arelargelyunquantified, i
• The impactofcomplexaspectsofvision,audition,and the
speedand accuracyofresponsesto othersensoryinputs
andsignalsneedtobe exploredfortheirimpacton human-
machineinterfacemodeling.
• Sociologicalf ctorssuchashabitabilitythathavean effect
on human performancearelargelyunquantified.
• Model validationisa largelyunresolvedissue.
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General Discussion
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the workshop, the members arrived at the
following three major conclusions, i
1. There is a need for an integrated model of the human body,
its performance characteristics and limitations, and its interactions i
with technolot/ical systems. An integrated ergonomic model would
provide a valuable tool for the development of specifications for the
physical parameters of the work site based on the anthropometric,
biomechanical, and interface characteristics of _be operators. A
valid model of the performance of people in technological systems
in the early conceptual and design stages could result in substantial
savings in terms of effort, time, and money. The development of
an integrated computer model that describes human traits and
limitations could prove useful to those who research basic human
qualities as well. Thus, the need has both theoretical and practical
implications.
2. The development of st_ch a model appears to befeasible. Ad-
vances in research methods and instrumentation, many of which
are associated with the increasing sophistication in the use of
computerized systems, have made research feasible on the many
anthropometric, biomechanical, and interface details, as well as
their interactions regarding human performance capabilities and
limitations. The establishment of a standard protocol and nomen-
clature is essential to the integration effort.
68
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3. An inteqrated ergonomic model would be useful]or guidance
for _esearch, development, and engineering applications. While
current mode.3 indicate the usefulness of the approach, they also
reflect many of the, shortcomings of the diverse approaches identi-
fied earlier. The approaches prc',,ide solutions to specific problems ,.
but contribute little to a genert.lizable model. Typical examples
in which an integrated ergonomic model would be very useful is
in applications to computer-aided design (CAD) and en-ineering,
which are fast evolving as major design tools.
Requirements
A study oftherequirementsforthedevelopmentcfa standard
ergonomic referencedata system (SERDS) was ?reputedby the
NationalBureau of Standards(Van Cott etal.,1978).Although
thissystem was never implemented,thestudy providesinforma-
tionrelevantothedevelopmentofan integratedergonomicmodel.
The followingwere some ofthemajor findingsofthisstudy:(I)A
dcfinitivesurveyofuserneeds and prioritiesi necessaryinorder
to definethe scope of the system. (2)Standardcmust be devel- _'
oped for the definition of units, measures, measurement methods, !
and data reporting. (3) An assessment of alternate technologies _.
for capturing, storing, and processing ergonomic data is needed 1to identify a cost-effective approach. (4) Data derived from thepublished ergonomics literature and from the national ergonomics
survey (discussed in the SERDS report) must be evaluated criti-
cally.
A preliminary survey of potential users at that time identified
severalimportantareasofneededresearch.These areasareshown _4
inTable 5-1.
Similarfindingswere identifiedat a conferenceon the the-
ory and applicationof anthropometry and biomechanicsin 1980
(Easterbyetal.,1982) and at a conferenceon spaceworkstation
human factorsin 1987 (Montemerloand Cron, 1982).
Crlter:aforthe Development ofan IntegratedErgonornlcModel
Severalgeneralmajor criteriathatshouldguiciethe develop-
ment of artintegratedergonomic model requirethat the model
have the followingcharacteristi,-.s(,thishstdoes not imply a rank-
ingby hr.portance):
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TABLE 5-1
Data Requirements of Potential SERDS Users
Area ofNeed SpecificDate Needed Date Application
Static Basic human body Design of tools ar.d other
anthropometry dimensions as function hard goods; development
of age/sex, etc. of clothing sising and
tariffs
Dynamic Bending and stooping Control location and
anthrol_ometry capabilities;reach operation;workspace
dimensions design
Strength Staticand dynamic force Equipment and job design
characteristics measurements; ;ifting; for industrial workers;
pushing and pulling product portaLility deeig_l
capabilities
Physiological Aerobic and anaerobic Environmental design; job
characte__stics capacity; maximal hemt specifications; toxicity
rate; expiratory volume levels
Sensory/perceptual Measures of visual and Design of controls; digital
pro_'esses auditory acuity, color displays; visual and
vision audito-" warning signals
Tolerar,ceto E:;posuretoleranceto Protectionofworkem and
envlronmentai physicaland chemical environmentaldesign
conditions agents,e.g.,tolerance
I to high-intensity light,
.loise, temperature,
radis' ion
Reaction time Sim_le and complex Display-control
reaction time to a relationships; blade
I varlet7 o1"stimuli stopping time
Intbz mati_n Interpretation of symbols, Design of displays,
proceqsing/ learning processes, signals, instructional
cognitive functions mez,_ory materials, training
devices
Capabilities An_hropometric, sensory, Product and environmental
of special physiological measures design
populations of children, the aged,
the handicapped
SOURCE: Van Cottet al.(1978).
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• be dynamic,
• use a common notation system,
• incorporate or simulate the real world,
• have three-dimensional structure,
• be predictive,
• be capable of being validated,
• be user-friendly,
• be time- and cost-effective,
• be flexible,
• permit rapid analysis,
• perr_it on-line documentation,
• be written in a standard language for transportability (use
on different systems),
• have standardized segment and whole-body coo- _inate sys-
tems, and
• have graphical display capability.
Standardization
Standardization is a basic requirement for any kind of in-
tegrating ergono_'c model. Such standardization is particularly
important in two key areas: common format of the input data and
standard language to make models and submodels compatible,
including their use on different computer systems.
_fthis is not the case, each model or module needs a "transla-
tor" that allows data exchange by software modulation. Graphics
input and cutput should be in accordance with the International
Graphics Exchange Standard Format (IGES). If certain assump-
tions are made for the various data bases of submodels, these must
be known to the user to make the system usable and reliable.
Given the conclusions that an integrated ergonomic model
and its ._,,I _dels, that is, anthropometric, biomechanical, and
interface :els, are needed, feasible, and useful, methods for
accompli ..... ,g the modeling goals need to be determined.
APPROACHES TO THE DEVELOPMENT Ol_ AN
INTEGRATED MODEL
Two al_proaches to integrated ergonomic modeling evolved
from the discussions at the workshop on which this report is ba_ed.
The first approach is to develop one "supermodel" that integrates
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thebestqualitiesofallormost othermodels,whiletheseconriis"
a "modular_ approach,whichwouldincorporatevariousexisting
modelsorsubmodds todevelopanintegratedrgonomicmodeling
system.The prosand consofeachapproachwerereviewed.
Supermodel Approach
Some currentinterfacemodelssuch as PLAID-TEMPUS,
CAR, COMBII_AN, and Crew Chiefappearto be moving in
thedirectionfa supermodelapproach.Thesemodelshavebeen
developedindividuallyand,as a rule,arenot compatible(e.g.,
thereisno interfaceb tweenCOMBIMAN and SAMMIE). This
incompatibilitysusuallya resultofdifferentdataformats,de-
greesofmodelingcomplexity,technicallydifferentcomputers,and
differentmodelingtheoriesor techniques.Furthermore,thedata
and assumptionsin datacollectionmay not be appropriatefor
specificmodelsorsetsofdata.
Thesemodelsaresimilarinmany oftherespectsthatmeet
thecriteriaforintegratedergonomicmodels.An evaluationof
these xistingmodelsregardingtheirpotentialforintegrationi to
a superrnodelisneeded.
ModularApproach
A modular approachto an integratedergonomicmodeling
systemisa buildingblockprocessofjoiningcompatiblemodules
witha standardstructure.Thisallowsflexibilityfortheuserto
incorporatehoseaspectsoftheergonomicmodeloritscomponent
mc_ulesintoassimpleorcomplexe systemasdesired.Forexam-
ple,a.nengineerinterestedinfixedbaseactiviticson theground
mighthaveno interestina modulethatdescribescharacteristics
ofreducedgravityora modulethatincorporatesplatformotions
and dyna.'nicsand theireffectson thehuman operator.
The modularapproachrequiresthatthemodulesfitogether.
They needto be designedand structuredaccordingto common
principlesand nomenclature.A modularapproachthusrequires
a superstructuretomake eachmodule a truecomponentofthe
'. generalsystem.Thu_,evena modularapproachconstitutesone
formofan integratedrgonomicmodel.
A flowchartillustratinga processforintegratedergonomic
[
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models was provided by Joe W. McDaniel (Figure 5-1). It contains
the following features:
1. Data bases are structured in a standardized protocol so
that a new model could retrieve a data base or a subset of a
data base. This minimizes the number of data bases required to
be maintained on a system and makes it easier to update the .:_
data bases. (Researchers and model users could ¢tevelop data to
use with the model without having to be programmers or model
developers.) :_
2. Each modelhasa translatordataexchangestandardon
thefrontend toaccesstherequireddata.Thisfeaturewouldmake _
themodellessystemdependent.
3. Model usershave a libraryof programsto use in their
specificdesignsthatcommunicateindirectlythroughsharedd,.ta
bases,permittingtheuseofsmallercomputers.Thisalsoprevents
obsolescenceby allowingindividualmodelsordatabasestobe ac-
quired,replaced,orupgradedindividuallytoldasneeded.Inthis
concepttheusercanselectitemsspecifictoa particularmodeling " !i
analysis.Dataandcomputergraphicssystems houldbestandard- i
izedtoallowinterchangeamong systems.Thisapproachissimilar _ _
inconceptto theworkspacedesignanalysissystemproposedby
Evans(1985). :1
One approachtothedevelopmentofan integratedworkspace
designsystembasedon themodularapproachisshown inFigure
5-2.Thissystemmay be suitableto integrateoperatoranalyses
with existingcomputerdesignmodels (Evans,1985).The sys-
tem components,outlinedinTable5-2,providea more detailed
explanationofthedatarequirements(Evans,1985).
DATA REQU!RF.._IENTS
Users of anthropometricand biomechanicaldatahavetended
to relyon existingdata bases,adapting,inferring,and making
assumptionsto meet theirneeds.For themost par_,theseare
limitedtothemeasurementsmade on themaleU.S.soldier.The
civilianthropometricdatabase,particularlythatforwomen, is
extremelyweak.Forothersubsetsofthepopulation(e.g.,theag-
ingand thehandicapped),thedataarevirtuallynonexistent.Yet,
7"
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FIGURE 5-1. Graphic <{{splayof an integrated ergonomic modeling system.
SOURCE: Jo_ McDaniei (unpublished data).
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FIGURE 5-2 System structure for an integrated computer-alded workspace
design system. SOURCE: Evans (1985). Reproduced with permission.
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TABLE 5-2
System Components for s CAD Approach
to the Design of Manual Workspaces
System Components Implementation Approaches
User dialogue Menu-based command language
interface Display windows showing parameters and options
System modes (states) Default--task entry
Options--workspace entry, object definition,
operetor definition, task evaluation
Design modes Preliminary design--provides design guidelines
with incomplete workspace or task information
Operator performance Single exertion, posture prediction
prediction models and biomechanical _.nalysis
Repeated trials--biomechanical and physiological
effects on lifting
Time prediction based on MTM-2 get and place
elements _'
Design data bases Static data bases--system files of generic _
operator, workspace, or task data
Dynamic data bases--user defined files, which t
vary with the application, and the stage of _ :
design _!
System input and output System defeults for posture, gender, and
analysis modes
Task input syntax similar to current process
descriptions
Output in graphic format--workspace trod operator
three-dimenslonsl graphics; two-dimensional
graphs and charts of analysis results
Output formatted to comply with des;gner-stated
preferences
SOURCE: Evans (1985).
these populations must be accommodated in the design of hun-
dreds of products and workspaces. For example, clothiers, pattern
makers, and other product designers have a need for anthropomet-
ric and bi.odynamic models.
It is difficult to determine whether data from different sources
are comparable. The names used for the same dimension can vary
from study to study, and measurements with the same name can
be entirely di_,ferentas a result of the use of differing landmarks or
measuring techniques (Garrett and Kennedy_ 1971).
i
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In general, anthropometric measurements are static and pos-
tl,re-dependent. Wh_Je a static subject facilitates measurement,
the technique creates a data set that describes the body only in
relatively artificial poses and provides no direct information on
hew body size and shape change with motion. Changes in size
and shape of _he proximal ends of body segments are particularly
p_-onounced as a result of muscle dynamics. In addition, body
shape data have generally been inferred from tradit.ional anthro-
pometric body size data and have not been quantified. Most body
dimensions are measured independently of e_ch other. While tra-
ditional anthrcpometric analysis has a solid statistical foundation
based on normally distributed variables, a comparable statistical
methodology must be established for three-dimensional models.
When a person is viewed in the lateral plane, for example, mea-
surements for stature, shoulder height, and length of leg are all _
taken from different mea_nrement positions, with no established
' relationships among them. Therefore, it is difficult to generate i !
a three-dimensional model from these isolated measurements in a ,I
systematic n-.--nnerwithout making artistic assumptions regarding
these relationships.
Loadings on internal structures in the body change signifi- i
cantly under dynamic conditions (Marras et al., 1984). There is a
need to measure the dynamic loadings in vivo, however, since most
models involving ergonomic analysis of activities have been based
on static conditions. Three-dimensional models are needed that
describe the acute as well as cumulative wear and tear in a joint
caused by the dynamic motion of the body and the synergistic
action of internal forces (e.g., muscles, ligaments, and pressures).
Current methods such as electromyography and disc pressure mea-
surements are quest;onable under true dynamic conditions.
New transducers are needed based on noninvasive measure-
ments such as ultrasound to identify this wear and tear. These
devices must be capable of producing quantitative data regarding
the load components. Dynamic biomechanical models are needcd
that do more than simply describe the position of the body or the
body components. Optimization techniques may provide a aseful
approach.
_t
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Analysis of Muscle and Joint Dynamics
Three-dimensionalmodelsofthebody areusefulforuccu-
ratedescriptionsofjointloadings.Therefore,more information
i regardingthepositionand thelineofactionofagonist-antagonist
i pairsof musclesisneeded.Severalmodel approachesusingthese
datahavebeendescribedbySchultzandAnderson (1981).Tb_se
modelsdeterminethecompressionand lateraland anteriorshear
componentsofstresson jointsand replacethesimplecompression
estimatesthatarecurrentlyused.
Currentmethods fordeterminingthestraininmusclesand
jointsmeasurethenetoutputofallactionsinvolved.Thisnet
output,however,isthesum totalofa numberofindividualmuscle
efforts.Forexample,inelbowflexion,inwhich bothextensors
and flexorsareactive,theccmbinedtorquesaroundthe elbow
jointpartiallynullifyeachother.The resultshowsthenetjoint
loading,but doesnotmeasuretheforcesthatarecontributedby
theindividualmuscles.The probleminvolvedisofpracticalira- .J
portancebecauseunderthecombinedtorques,forexample,those
createdby concurrentcontractionfflexorandextensormuscles,
theintermediatebody jointmay be overloaded.Thiscannotbe
predictedfromthenetresultswhichistheonlyinformatio_._that
currentmethodolo¢iesyield.
inaddition,grossestimationsarerequiredfortheleverarms
of musclesactingaroundbody articulations.The geometryof
thesemuscleattachmentswithrespecto theirleverarnm may
be quitedifferentfordifferentpeople.Thisproducesuncertainty
aboutthe actualtorquesdevelopedaroundjoints,thestrength
to be exertedby the musclesinvolved,and theloadingon _he
intermediatejoints.
Most informationabouthuman musclestrengthcapabilities
assumesa 1-gconstalltforcefieldcondition.We know littleabout
theeffectsofhigherorlowerconstantand transitoryforcefields
on theabilityoexertmusclestrength.Itisdi_cult odetermine
themusclestrengththatisavailable,forexample,inthereduced
gravity of spece or in an airplane that flies a path that generates
accelerations on the pilot. While there have been a few isolated
experiments (e.g., Kroemer, 1974), there have been no systematic
measurements made under controlled laboratory conditions.
There is a need to evaluate existing systems for measuring the
properties of the biomechanical system and to develop a system
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formeasuringthemechanicalimpedanceofthebody duringthe
performanceofnormalactivities.Then itisnecessaryto mea-
suretheextentofimpedancemodulationasa functionofthetask
beingperformedand to correlatehesedatawithothermeasur-
ablevariablessuchastheelectromyogramactivityofantagonist
muscles.
Body Segmentsand EffectsofTrauma
Data areneededtodevelopmodelsofspecificbody segments
suchashead and neck,arm and hand,and legand foot,beyond
thoserequiredfora totalbodymodel.An anexample,atotalbody
model describingthe beh,wiorin an impactsituationdoesnot
usuallyrequirespecificnformationaboutthebiodynarniccharac-
teristicsofthewrist-fingersubsystem.Thisspecificnformation
alsowouldbeusefulforthedesignofcontrolstobe operatedwith
smallmotionsof thewristand fingers,as inhigh-performance
aircraftunderloadinginexcessofnormalgravity.
Availableinformation thesusceptibilityofthebody tosin- i
gle (acute) or cumulative trauma is limited. Individual excursions :_
or positions in body articulation that occur in activities such as :i
force exertion or the direction of certain motions may not pro-
duce immediate trauma, but the injuries may be cumulative. We !
know that accompanying conditions such as temperature may in- I
fluence the occurrence of certain cumulative trauma items. It is
not known, however, how the combination of these, that is, the
magnitude of excursion, directions of excursions, and accompany-
ing force or torque generations, together may generate cumulative
trauma injuries to tendons or tendon sheaths or impingement on
nerves. Althodgh the phenomenon is known, the conditions under
which it may occur are not fully understood.
Bone and Link Dynandcs
Stressedbonesbehavedifferentlywhen anisotropicassuml>.
tionsaremade. The ;:nowledgegainedfrom bone modeli:Z will
applytolinkmodelsofthel,umanbody.The geometricallycom-
plexfeaturesofhoneshouldbe includedintleselinkmodelssince
stresswithinajointwouldmost certainlychangea_thegeometric
characteristicsofinteractingbone surfaceareaschange.Studlss
of human body linkages, which are basic to the majority of human
1989017973-092
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body analogs, require the p:'ecise location of specific skeletal land-
marks. Current methods in anthropometry can only approximate
the location of these landmarks in a three-dimensional system be-
cause of the varying thickness of overlying tissue. Finally, link
models of the human body cannot assume that the spine is a rigid
link, but must acknowledge its flexibility.
Finite-element models of the anisotropic features of bo.le may
_. l:rovide usefdl data for the development of a complete index of
bone chara.:teristics of the body. Typically, models are needed to
i describe the characteristics of the spinal column and of body joints
in general (Hakim and King, 1979).
Motivation and Fatigue
Factors such as motivation and fat;.gue play important roles
in human biomechanical actions. The control that the operator
exerts over muscles because of transitory motivation or fatisue are ']"
biasing factors that have been largely ignored in biomechanical !i '!
modeling. We know that when motivation is present, people are _i
capable of exerting force which far exceeds that predicted by most
iomechanical models. The ffects of fatigue _n muscular perfor-
mance have n_t been quantified.Some ofthe recentliterature I !
hasalsoindicatedthatwhen workersaresubjectedtounexpected
loadingstheyareata greaterriskof musculoskeletalinjury.There 1
isalackofsuitabletheoryand experimentaldataregardinginter- !
nalnervouscontrolwithrespectofeed-forwardgeneratedinthe
brainand totherearrangementofCNS motorsignalsaccordingto
the_eedbackthatisreceived(Kroemeretal.,1986).Consequently,
quantificationuftheeffectsoflearningandadaptationand ofpsy-
chomotorbehaviorwhilea personisfatiguedisdifficultsincethe
_ntern_lprocessesinthe.centralnervoussystemarenot readily
accessible.However,much of thisadaptivebehaviormanifests
i_elfinchangesin t'._em chanicalparametersof thebiological
system,specificallytheimpedance(i.e.,mechanicalstiffnessand
effectiveiscosity)aboutthejoints.These quantitiesareunder
voluntarycontrol(e.g.,elbowstiffnessmay bechangedby a factor
of 100or more) and drare._ticallyinfluencethebehaviorofthe
biomechanicalsystemand itsresponsetoexternaloads.
........................ 1989017973-093
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Resea: ch Recommendations
The workshop members determined _hat an integrated er-
gonomic model is needed, feasible, and useful. Whether a "su- "
permodel" or a "modular approach," either constitutes a general .t
model encompassing all elements in its infraqtructure. The struc-
ture of such a genera] model can provide a standard protocol and
common nomenclature for the collection of data and the rationale i
for prioritizing the following research recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Establ.ish the objectives, procedures, and out-
line for the development of a general ,'-.t,grated ergonomic taodel.
In this report we have identified many useful eaathropomet-
tic, biomochanical, and interface models. These models have been
developed independently by researchers, engineers, and organiza-
tions for specific purposes and use special procedures. In most
cases, it is not possible to combine them. No common taxonomy
exists that can classify these models in terms of an orderly sys-
tem, _nd no common notation sybtem exists the.t can describe the
types, functions, and components of these models.
Prepare detailed requirements and criteria for the develop-
ment of a common _onceptua] framework for an integrated er-
gonomic model. These requirements should include the develop-
ment of a common taxonomy and language that would permit
st_adardization and compatibility in collection, analysis, and col-
lation of data from a variety of sources. Compile an annotated list
81
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of assumptionsand measurementtechniquessuitableforuseby
modelers(SeeHertzberg,1968;Roebucketal.,1975).
Recommendation 2: Review and integrate ezlstlng anthropometric
i and biomechc.dcal databasen.
L
Reviewand assessexistir..ganthropometricand biomechanical
databasesfortheirsuitabilityforinclusioni a common database
usingthecriteriadevelopedinRecommendation1 (e.g.,Garrett
and Kennedy,1971).Ifappropriate,thesedatabasesshouldbe
consolidatedintoa basicsetofa_thropometricand biomechanical
descriptors.Determinewhethertherelationshipsbetweeninde-
pendentbody descriptorscan be app!iedto thedevelopmentof
three-dimensionalmodels.
Identifydatarequirementsforadditionalpopulationgroups,
suchascivilians,women, theelderly,children,and thephysically
handicapped, for whom insufficient data currently exist. The re-
sult should be a list of reliable and usable modeling data, including
correlation coefficients and prediction equations that would allow
the calculation of data subsets that were not originally measured. *,
Examine the assumptions and methodology eraployed in cur-
rent data collection procedures, including the development of
a standardreferencesystemforthe body and body segments; i
thedevelopmentor refinementofmethod_ forobtainingthree-
dimensionaldata,suchas locatingthree-dlmensionalsubsurface
landmarksfrom thesurfaceofthebody;and quantifyinghuman
body shapeand contourwhileincorporatingconsiderationofthe
effectsofbody motionon body sizeand shape.
Determinewhetherthe relationshipsbetweenindependent
body descriptorscan be establishedforthedevelopmentofthree
dimensionalmodels.
E_aluatethecurrentmeasurementme,hods,suchasstereopho-
tography,toprovideinformationforthedevelopmentoftechniques
thatwillmake itpossibletorelateallandmarksand body _iimen
sionstoa common origin.
Recommendation 8: Develop methods for the analysis of muscular
action and joint loads as a result of dynamic, actions.
Assesstheuseofnonintrusivesystems,suchasmagneticres-
on_.._,ceimaging(cineradiography,computerizedaxialtomography
(CAT) scan,and ultrasoundtoestablisht elocationsofsubsur-
fac_featureswithrespectostable,identifiablesurfacelandmarks.
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Measure the muscle attachmen_ geometry either directly on
cadavers or indirectly by stimulating muscle tension under con-
trolledconditions.Determinetheresultanttorquesthatarede-
pendenton the geometryof themuscleatte_:hments.Develop
techniquestomeasuretheinvolvementoftherelatedmusclesand
theloadir_on thejoints.Forexample,congidertheuseofelec-
tromyogramssoindicatetheactivityofthemusclesinvolvedunder
normalconditionsandwhilefatigued(seeBasmajianand DeLuca,
1985;Chaffinand Anderson,1984;Kroemeretal.,1986).Tech-
niquesareneededthatallowmeasurementsoftheactualoading
on thejoint.
Collectdata on muscleand jointdynamicsin a simulator
underconditionsofconstantforcefieldsand transitorychangesin
theforcefields.
Use thedata :o!!ectedby the,;methodstoinitiatehedevel-
opmentofmodelsofsinglean<.cumulativetraumaand boneand
body segmentlinkoynanScs
Identifyand evaluatexis:i_ theorieson feed-forwardand
feedback signals within the body leading to the development of
a suitablemodel ofcentralnervoussystemcontrolovermuscle
actionsandhuman body motions.
Recommendation ,_: Develop submodels and modular groups.
!
Develop elemental models to provide for the development of T
modular groups. These include:
• models of specific body segments that function in coordi-
nation with each other such as head and neck, lower arm and har, d,
lower and l:pper arm, upper arm and shoulder, foot and lower leg,
lower and upper leg;
• models of bone_ under stress under various anisottopic
as:umptions;
• models tbc,t describe the effects of motivation on the me-
chanical _rxped_nce of muscles and joints; these should include
sudden barsts and su,3tained action; and
• models that describe cognitive and neural functions.
Recommendation 5: Develop a mod_,! /or the generic interface
_etween human model_ and workstation models.
Describe the major elements in the interect;ons between hu-
y'_ns and equipment in general terms. An annotated listing of
"...............'..... ...... 1989017973-096
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these elements should cover all important interfaces that place
demands on the human user physically (e.g., posture, position,
reach), physiologically (e.g., strength, endurance, fatigue), and
psychologically (e.g., vision, audition). Consider gross environ-
mental factors (e.g., reduced or increased gravity, acceleration,
atmospheric conditions). Develop a generic taxonomy of descrip-
tors of the interfaces between machines and the human operator.
Generic descriptors should include: descriptions of human-
machine interfaces, task requirements, specifically requirements
on the human, and a definition of the interchange of information
between the technicalsystemsand the human.
Recommendation 6: Develop methods and criteria for the valida-
tion of ergonomic models.
Reliableand accuratemodelsthatcan be validatedareneeded |
so thattrustintheiruse can be developedand so thattheirtrams-
! ferability can be enhanced. Determine the feasibility and approach
I for the validation of integrated computer ergonomic models, in-| cludingthe developmentofexternalcriteria.
f
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